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Purpose
The purpose of this document is to provide the district with a template for its school
administrator evaluation system that addresses the requirements of Section 1012.34, Florida
Statutes (F.S.), and Rule 6A-5.030, Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.). This template, Form
AEST-2017, is incorporated by reference in Rule 6A-5.030, F.A.C., effective April 2018.

Instructions
Each of the sections within the evaluation system template provides specific directions, but does
not limit the amount of space or information that can be added to fit the needs of the district.
Where documentation or evidence is required, copies of the source documents (e.g., rubrics,
policies and procedures, observation instruments) shall be provided at the end of the document as
appendices in accordance with the Table of Contents.
Before submitting, ensure the document is titled and paginated.
Submission
Upon completion, the district shall email this form and any required supporting documentation as
a Microsoft Word document for submission to DistrictEvalSysEQ@fldoe.org.

Modifications to an approved evaluation system may be made
by the district at any time. Substantial revisions shall be
submitted for approval, in accordance with Rule 6A-5.030(3),
F.A.C. The entire template shall be sent for the approval
process.
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Part I: Evaluation System Overview
In Part I, the district shall describe the purpose and provide a high-level summary of the school
administrator evaluation system.

The underlying research base of this evaluation system combines many of the concepts of
"reflective practices,” "collaborative action,” "learning communities" and "quality management”
into the “Working on the Work" concepts of Dr. Phillip C. Schlechty and his organization, The
Center for Leadership in School Reform. Our process includes the research and principles that
support the Florida Principal Leadership Standards which is the framework for the entire
assessment system. The foundation of the evaluative processes is based on the research from the
practices of Douglas Reeves and The Leadership and Learning Center. Other research utilized in
our appraisal system includes the six (6) design standards from The New Teacher Project as well
as the extensive research information provided through Robert J. Marzano and his organization
Learning Sciences International. Also integrated into this evaluation system are high impact
teaching strategies developed by Max Thompson and the high effect size strategies by John Hattie.
To support this end, Citrus County Schools has clearly defined a set of standards-based
expectations for school administrators and has established a set of processes and procedures to
assist school administrators in meeting these standards. To clarify these expectations, five (5)
Citrus County Standards have been developed to guide the work of school administrators. The
five (5) Standards encompass Florida Principal Leadership Indicators, which are based on essential
foundational principles. The appraisal committee matched the Indicator descriptors to the five (5)
Standards. As the Florida Principal Leadership Indicators provide a common language and
statewide understanding of the expectations of quality instruction, the descriptors serve as
indicators of effectiveness within each Citrus County Standard. Please see the Citrus County
Schools Administrator Standards & Florida Principal Leadership Indicators Rubric in Appendix B
to see the FPLS indicators linked to each of the following Standards.
Standard 1: The school administrator supports the beliefs, shared vision, and mission adopted by
the district.
Standard 2: The school administrator designs and delivers knowledge work that meets the needs
of staff, students, parents, school system, and community.
Standard 3: The school administrator manages the resources of time, people, space, information
and technology to enhance the qualities of the work provided to the staff and students.
Standard 4: The school administrator continuously monitors and communicates the extent to which
staff and students are engaging the work, persisting with the work, experiencing
satisfaction in the products of the work, and modifies the work accordingly.
Standard 5: The school administrator is a leader of leaders.
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Part II: Evaluation System Requirements
In Part II, the district shall provide assurance that its school administrator evaluation system meets each
requirement established in section 1012.34, F.S., below by checking the respective box. School districts
should be prepared to provide evidence of these assurances upon request.

System Framework
☒ The evaluation system framework is based on sound educational principles and contemporary
research in effective educational practices.
☒ The observation instrument(s) to be used for school administrators include indicators based
on each of the Florida Principal Leadership Standards (FPLSs) adopted by the State Board of
Education.
Training
☒ The district provides training programs and has processes that ensure:
➢ Employees subject to an evaluation system are informed of the evaluation criteria, data
sources, methodologies, and procedures associated with the evaluation before the
evaluation takes place; and
➢ Individuals with evaluation responsibilities and those who provide input toward
evaluations understand the proper use of the evaluation criteria and procedures.
Data Inclusion and Reporting
☒ The district may provide opportunities for parents and instructional personnel to provide
input into performance evaluations, when the district determines such input is appropriate.
Evaluation Procedures
☒ The district’s system ensures all school administrators are evaluated at least once a year.
☒ The district’s evaluation procedures comply with the following statutory requirements in
accordance with section 1012.34, F.S.:
➢ The evaluator must be the individual responsible for supervising the employee; the
evaluator may consider input from other personnel trained on the evaluation system.
➢ The evaluator must provide timely feedback to the employee that supports the
improvement of professional skills.
➢ The evaluator must submit a written report to the employee no later than 10 days after
the evaluation takes place.
➢ The evaluator must discuss the written evaluation report with the employee.
➢ The employee shall have the right to initiate a written response to the evaluation and the
response shall become a permanent attachment to his or her personnel file.
➢ The evaluator must submit a written report of the evaluation to the district school
superintendent for the purpose of reviewing the employee’s contract.
➢ The evaluator may amend an evaluation based upon assessment data from the current
school year if the data becomes available within 90 days of the end of the school year.
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Use of Results
☒ The district has procedures for how evaluation results will be used to inform the
➢ Planning of professional development; and
➢ Development of school and district improvement plans.
☒ The district’s system ensures school administrators who have been evaluated as less than
effective are required to participate in specific professional development programs, pursuant
to section 1012.98(10), F.S.
Notifications
☒ The district has procedures for the notification of unsatisfactory performance that comply
with the requirements outlined in Section 1012.34(4), F.S.
☒ The district school superintendent shall annually notify the Department of Education of any
school administrators who
➢ Receive two consecutive unsatisfactory evaluation ratings; or
➢ Are given written notice by the district of intent to terminate or not renew their
employment, as outlined in section 1012.34(5), F.S.
District Self-Monitoring
☒ The district has a process for monitoring implementation of its evaluation system that enables
it to determine the following:
➢ Compliance with the requirements of section 1012.34, F.S., and Rule 6A-5.030, F.A.C.;
➢ Evaluators’ understanding of the proper use of evaluation criteria and procedures,
including evaluator accuracy and inter-rater reliability;
➢ Evaluators provide necessary and timely feedback to employees being evaluated;
➢ Evaluators follow district policies and procedures in the implementation of evaluation
system(s);
➢ Use of evaluation data to identify individual professional development; and,
➢ Use of evaluation data to inform school and district improvement plans.
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Part III: Evaluation Procedures
In Part III, the district shall provide the following information regarding the observation and evaluation
of school administrators. The following tables are provided for convenience and may be customized to
accommodate local evaluation procedures.

1. Pursuant to section 1012.34(3)(b), F.S., all personnel must be fully informed of the
criteria, data sources, methodologies, and procedures associated with the evaluation
process before the evaluation takes place. In the table below, describe when and how
school administrators are informed of the criteria, data sources, methodologies, and
procedures associated with the evaluation process.
Personnel
Group

School
Administrators

When Personnel
are Informed

Within the first 10
days of hire

Method(s) of Informing

New Administrator Training- July
Welcome Back Administrator Training- July
Mandatory Trainings- August
-Instructional Evaluation PowerPoint
-Assessments Linked to Teacher Evaluation
PowerPoint

2. Pursuant to section 1012.34(3)(a)3., F.S., evaluation criteria for instructional leadership
must include indicators based upon each of the FPLSs adopted by the State Board of
Education. In the table below, describe when and how evidence of demonstration of the
FPLSs is collected.
Personnel
Group

School
Administrators

When Evidence
is Collected

Method(s) of Collection

At the middle and end of school year, administrators
complete a reflection form documenting how they
meet the FPLSs and turn it in to their supervisor. The
Midyear
supervisor utilizes observable evidence from the
evaluation and End
Administrator Observation Instrument and the
of the year
reflection form when meeting, discussing, and
evaluation
documenting FPLSs that were met on the
Observation Instrument and Summative Evaluation
Form.

3. Pursuant to section 1012.34(3)(a), F.S., a performance evaluation must be conducted for
each employee at least once a year. In the table below, describe when and how many
summative evaluations are conducted for school administrators.
Personnel
Group

Number of
Evaluations

School
Administrators

2

When Evaluations Occur

When Evaluation Results are
Communicated to Personnel

Midyear review evaluationby January 22nd
End of the year summative
evaluation- June 30th

At the evaluation meeting
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Part IV: Evaluation Criteria
A. Instructional Leadership
In this section, the district shall provide the following information regarding the instructional leadership
data that will be included for school administrator evaluations.

1. Pursuant to section 1012.34(3)(a)3., F.S., at least one-third of the evaluation must be
based upon instructional leadership.
In Citrus County, instructional leadership accounts for 67% of the school administrator
performance evaluation.
2. Description of the step-by-step calculation for determining the instructional leadership
rating for school administrators, including cut points for differentiating performance.
The instructional leadership rating accounts for 67% of the school administrator’s overall
summative evaluation. Administrators provide their supervisors a reflection document listing
how they met or exceeded expectations according to the five standards (See Appendix A, B,
C), which are linked to the Florida Principal Leadership Standards. The administrators’
supervisors use this evidence, along with observable documentation, to assign a rating for each
standard. A rating of HE, E, NI, or U are given for each standard. Each rating is equated to a
numerical value (HE=4, E=3, NI=2, U=1). Each standard is worth 20% of the district portion
(instructional leader rating).
Standard 1:
Standard 2:
Standard 3:
Standard 4:
Standard 5:

HE(4)
HE(4)
HE(4)
HE(4)
HE(4)

E(3)
E(3)
E(3)
E(3)
E(3)

NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)

U(1)
U(1)
U(1)
U(1)
U(1)

The administrator’s supervisor adds the ratings of each standard together. The sum is then
divided by 5 (number of standards linked to Florida Principal Leadership Standards). The
calculated average is then correlated to an Instructional Leadership Rating based on the
following cut points:
HE: 4.00-3.45

E: 3.44-2.45

NI: 2.44-1.45

U: 1.44-0.00

This portion makes up 67% of the summative evaluation.
Each administrative standard is described below with examples of leadership and impact
evidence that guide the determination of the instructional leadership rating.
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Standard 1: The school administrator is knowledgeable of. supports,
Citrus Countv School District.

promotes

Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader 's behaviors or
actons, illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the following:

and models the beliefs , shared vision and mission adopted by the

Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in the behaviors or actions of the faculty,
staff, students and/or community illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not
limited to the following:

1.2. A - Enables faculty and staff to work as a system focused on student learning.
Principal's support lor learn learning processes focused on student learning is evident throughout the
Team teaming practices are evident among the faculty and focused on performance gaps among student

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

school year
Principal's team learning processes are focused on student learning.
Principal's meeting agendas reflect student learning topics routinely taking precedence over other
Issues as reflected by place on the agenda and time committed to the issues.
School Improvement Plan reflects a systemic analysis of the actionable causes of gaps In student
performance and contains goals that support systemic Improvement
The principal supports through persona: action, professional learning by self arid faculty, exploration of
mental models, team learning, shared vision, and systems thinking practices focused on improving
student learning.
Dialogues with faculty and staff on professional earning goes beyond learning what is needed for
meeting base expectations and is focused on learning trial enhances the collective capacity to create
improved outcomes for all students
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator .

.

subgroups within the school.
Professional learning actions by faculty address performance gaps among student subgroups within the
school.
Performance gaps among student subgroups within the school show improvement trends.
Faculty, department, team, and cross-curricular meetings focus on student learning.
Data Teams Professional Learning Communities, and/or Lesson Study groups show evidence of recurring
meetings and locus on student teaming issues.
Faculty and staff talk about being part of something larger than themselves , of being connected, of being
generative of something truly important in students' lives
There is systemic evidence of celebrating student success with an emphasis on reflection on why success
happened.
Teacher or studenl questionnaire results address learning organization's essential elements.
Other impact evidence ot proficiency on this indicator.

.

.

1.2.B - School Climate: Maintains a school climate that supports student engagement in learning.
The leader organizes, allocates, and manages the resources of time, space, and attention so that the
needs of all student subgroups are recognized and addressed
There are recurring examples of the leader 's presentations, documents, and actions that reflect
respect lor sludenls' cullural, linguistic and family background.
The leader maintains a climate of openness and inquiry and supports student and faculty access to
leadership.

The school's vision, mission, values, beliefs, and goals reflect an expectation that student learning
needs and cultural, linguistic and family backgrounds are respected and school rules consistent with
those betels are routinely implemented.
Professional learning is provided to sustain faculty understanding of student needs.
Procedures are in place and monitored to ensure students have effective means to express concerns
over ary aspect of school climate
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

1.2.C - Generates high expectations for learning growth by all students.
School Improvement Plan targets meaningful growth beyond what normal variation might provide.
Test specification documents and state standards are used to identify levels of studenl performance
and performance at the higher levels of implementation is stressed.
Samples of written feedback provided to teachers regarding student goal setting practices are tocused
on high expectations
Agendas/Minutes from collaborative work systems (e.g , Data Teams Professional Learning
Communities) address processes for "raising the bar.'
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator .

.

Classroom rules and posted procedures stress positive expectations and not just 'do note *
All student subgroups participate in school events and activities.
A multi tiered system ot supports that acoommodates the differing needs and diversity of students is evident
across at! classes
Students in all subgroups express a belief that Ihe school responds to their needs and is a positive Influence
on their future well-being.
Walkthroughs provide recurring trends of high student engagement In lessons.
Student services staff /counselors' anecdotal evidence shows trends in studenl attitudes toward the school

-

and engagement in teaming.
Teacher/student/parent survey or questionnaire results reflect a school dimale that supports student
engagement in learning.
The availability of and student participation in academic supports outside the classroom lhat assist student

engagement In learning.
Other Impact evidence ot proficiency on this indicator ,

Rewards and recognitions are aligned with efforts for the more difficult rather than easier outcomes.
Learning goals routinely identify performance levels above the targeted implementation level.
Teachers can attest to the leader's support for setting high academic expectations .
Students car, attest to the teacher's high academic expectations.
Parents can attest to the teacher's (ugh academic expectations.
Other Impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator.
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Standard 1: The school administrator is knowledgeable of. supports, promotes and models the beliefs , shared vision and mission adopted bv the
Citrus Countv School District.
Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in fhe behaviors or actons of the faculty,
staff , students and/or community Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not
limited to the following:

Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader's behaviors or
actors. Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the following:

2.5.A - Maintains a safe , respectful and inclusive student-centered learning environment that is focused on oquitablo opportunities for learning and building a foundation
for a fulfilling life In a democratic society and global economy.
• Documents that establish safe, respectful, and inclusive school- wide common expectations for
• Teachers can describe a specific policies, practices, and procedures that result in a safe, respectful and
students and staff
inclusive student centered learning enviionment
• Agendas, meeting minutes, etc,, show recurring attention to student needs.
• Student questionnaire results reflect satisfaction with school attention to student needs and interests.
• The leader's documents reveal a pattern of examining student opportunities for achieving success
• Counseling services and safe school programs (e.g. anti-bullying") are implemented.
• Leader has procedures for students to express needs and concerns direct to the leader.
• Tutoriai processes are provided and easily accessible by students.
• The leader provides programs and supports for student not making adequate progress.
• Teachers receive training cn adapting instruction to student needs,
• School policies, practices, procedures are designed to address student needs.
Extended day or weekend programs focused on student academic needs are operational and monitored
•
• Olher leadership evidence of proficiency on Ihis Indicator.
• Parent questionnaire results relied satisfaction with schools attention to student needs and interests.
• Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator
,

-

2.5 ,B & 2.5.C - Recognizes and uses diversity as an asset in the development and implementation of procedures and practices that motivate all students
and improve student learning. Promotes school and classroom practices that validate and value similarities and differences among students.

•
•
•
•
•

•

Documents that support the use of diversity as an asset In the development and Implementation ot
procedures and practices.
Agendas, memorandum, etc., reflecting recurring attention at faculty meetings to capacity to recognize
diversity issues and adapt instruction accordingly.
Leader's actons in providing professional teaming for (acuity that deepens understanding of a range of
diversity issues and evidence of monitoring for implementation in the classroom of appropriate
diversity practices.
School policies, practices, procedures that validate and value similarities and differences among
students,
The school leader collects and reviews agenda and minutes from departmental or team meetings to
monitor attention to diversity issues In pursuit ol student learning growth.
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator

Teachers can describe a specific policies, practices, and procedures that validate and value similarities and
differences among students.
Professions! development opportunities are provided tor new teachers regarding ways to adapt instruction to
address diversity issues in the student body and community.
Student questionnaire results reflect belief that their individual characteristics are respected by school leader
and faculty.
Parent questionnaire results reflect belief that their individual characteristrcs are respected by school ieader
and faculty .
A mutli -tiered system of supports (MTSS) is implemented in the classrooms in ways that respect and make
adjustments for diversity factors.
The school provides an interactive website tor students, parents, and the community designed to be‘user
friendly' and sensitive to diversity issues in the community, providing Information of interest lo various
segments of the school oommunity
Other Impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

3.7.E - Develops sustainable and supportive relationships between school leaders, parents, community , higher education, and business leaders.

•
•
•
•

Documentation can be provided describing Ihe leader 's plan— with goals, measurable strategies, and a
frequent -monthty monitoring schedule—to develop sustainable and supportive relationships with key
stakeholder groups in support of potential and emerging leaders.
Documentation can be provided as to the relationships with other building leaders the leader has
established in support of potential and emerging leaders within the school.
Documentation can be provided as to Ihe relationships with parents, community members, higher
education, and business leaders the leader has established in support of potential and emerging
leaders within the school.
Other leadership evidence ot proficiency on this indicator

-

•
•

•
•

•

Parents report that the leader has developed sustainable and supportive relations with them in support of
potential and emerging leaders at the school.
Community members report that Ihe leader has developed sustainable and supportive relations with them in
support ef potential and emerging leaders at the school
Higher education members within the area report that the leader has developed sustainable and supportive
relations with them in support of potential and emerging leaders at the school.
Business leaders within ihe area report that the leader has developed sustainable and supportive relations
with them in support ol potential and emerging leaders at the school.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator.
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Standard 1: The school administrator is knowledgeable of . supports, promotes and models the beliefs, shared vision and mission adopted bv the
Citrus Countv School District.
Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader's behaviors or
actions. Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the following

impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in the behaviors or actions of the faculty ,
staff, students and/or community. Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not
limited to the following:

3.9.A - Actively listens to and learns from students, staff , parents, and community stakeholders .
Samples of communicatior methods used by the leader.
A School Improvement Ran that demonstrates knowledge of the specific school community and the
Impact of community factors on teaming needs ot students and faculty
A school- wide plan to engage families and community in understanding student needs and
participating in school improvement elforts
Evidence of opportunities for families to provide feedback about students' educational experiences
Logs ol community interaction (e g., number of volunteers, community members in the school,
telephone conversations and community presence at school activities).
Leader writes articles for school or community newspapers.
Leader makes presentations at PTSA or community organizations
Loader hosts informal ’conversations" with faculty, parents, and/or business leaders to share
perceptions about the school and pertinent educational issues.
The leader can identity influential "opinion leaders' in the school community and has processes for
engaging them in school improvement efforts
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

Students confirm that the leader is a good listener and effectively uses a wide variety of methods of
communication to describe expectations and seek input/feedback.
Faculty members confirm that the leader is a good listener and effectively uses a wide variety of methods of
communication to describe expectations and seek input/teedback.
Parents and community members confirm that the leader is a good listener and effectively uses a wide
variety of methods of communication to describe expectations and seek input/feedback.
Local newspaper articles report involvement of school leader and faculty in school improvement actions
letters and e-mails from stakeholders reflect exchanges on important issues.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

.

3.9.C - Communicates student expectations and performance information to students, parents, and community .
Evidence of visibility and accessibility (e g., agendas ol meetings, newsletters, e-mail correspondence, • Facully routinely access nvrw floriodaslandards.oiQ to align course content with state standards.

•

•
•
•

•
•

»

appointment book, etc.) is provided,
Evidence of forma and informal systems of communication that include a variety of formats (e.g.,
written, oral) in multiple ways through different media (e.g., newsletter, electronic) used to
communicate goals and expectations for how to accomplish the goals .
School safety and behavioral expectations are accessible to all.
Dissemination ol dear norms and ground rules for standards - based instruction and Multi tiered
System of Supports (MTSS) Is provided.
School Improvement Ran is based on clear actionable goals.
Leader is able to access Florida's common language of instruction via online resources.
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

-

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Staff survey results reflect awareness and understanding of priority goals and expectations.
Parent survey results reflect understanding of the priority academic improvement goals of Ihe school.
Parenls' communications to the school reflect understanding of Ihe goals and expectations that apply to
their children.
PTSA /Booster club operations and participation addresses support for school academic goals.
Student survey results reflect understanding of goals and expectations that apply to the students.
Sub-ordinate leaders use Florida's common language of instruction.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

4.10.A - Adheres to the Code of Ethics ( Rules 6 B-1.001 ) of the Education Profession in Florida and to the Principles of Professional Conduct for the
education profession (Rules 6B-1.006, F.A.C.) .
• Samples of written feedback from teachers regarding the leader's judgment and/or integrity on issues • Teacher, student, parent anecdotal evidence reflecting respect for the principal's ethics and conduct
related to the learning environment, instructional improvement or school organization.
• Recognition by community and parent organizations of Ihe principal's impact as a role model for student

•
•

•
»

Samples ot written feedback provided by parents regarding the leader's judgment andfor integrity on
issues related to the teaming environment, instructional improvement or school organization.
School improvement plan's focus on student success and evidence of actions taken to accomplish
such plans
School safely and behavioral expectations promoted by the leader lor the benefit of students
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on Ibis indicator

•
•

and adults in Ihe community.
Parent or student questionnaire results.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator
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Standard 1: The school administrator is knowledgeable of, supports, promotes and models the beliefs, shared vision and mission adopted bv the
Citrus County School District.
Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in the behaviors or actions of the faculty,
staff , students and/or community. Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not
limited to the foJIovwnq;

Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader's behaviors or
actions. Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the following:

4.10.B Demonstrates resiliency by staying focused on the school vision and reacting constructively to the barriers to success disagreement and dissent
with leadership.

-

The leader oilers hank acknowledgement of prior personal and organizational failures and clear
suggestions for system-wide learning resulting from those lessens.
The leader builds resilience in colleagues and throughout the organization by habitually highlighllng
and praising 'good mistakes'' where risks were taken, mistakes were made, lessons were learned, and
both the individual and the organization learned for the future.
The leader demonstrates willingness to question district authority and policy leaders appropriately with
evidence and constructive criticism, but once the decision is made, fully supports, and professionally
implements organizational policy and leadership decisions.
The leader recognizes and rewards thoughtful dissent
The leader's previous evaluations are explicitly reflected in projects, tasks, and priorities.
The leader otters evidence of learning from dissenting views
Improvement plans reflect changes in leadership practices (either from one year to the next or
amending of current plans based on new insights).
The leader accepts and implements leadership and policy with fidelity and district and slate initiatives
are represented by the leader in a thorough way citing the student data, research base, and
performance goafs relevant to these initiatives.
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this Indicator.

Faculty, staff, parents, and community members express perceptions that their concerns and dissent
receive fair consideration and ana welcome Input from the leader even when they disagree with policies or
practices being implemented.
Faculty or students share anecdotes of practices/policies they previously challenged or resisted but, due to
principal's resilience , they have changed ways of working without acting in dysfunctional or harmful ways
to others within the organization
The principal's resilience in pursuit ol school improvements has generated a school climate where faculty
and staff feel comfortable voicing concerns and disagreements and perceive that their concerns are
treated as a basis for deepening understanding.
Previously resisted policies and practices are now perceived by faculty or students as appropriate and are
being implemented with fidelity.
Results of staff, student, or community questionnaire regarding the leader's vision and impact on school
improvement efforts.
Changes advocated by the leader and implemented despite resistance have had a positive impact on
student growth.
Other impact evidence of proficiency cn this indicator.

4.10.C - Demonstrates a commitment to tire success of all students, Identifying barriers and their impact on the well -being of the school, families , and local community.
Agenda, memorandum, and other documents show a recurring emphasis on student success with
Student results show growth in all sub-groups.
specific efforts to remove barriers to success
Faculty
member's anecdotal evidence describe a leader focused on and committed to studenl success
•
Agenda, memorandum, and other documents show a recurring emphasis on deepening faculty
» Parent and community involvement in student supports are plentiful and address the needs of a wide
understanding of the sludents and the community In which they live.
rarge of students
The leader can describe the challenges present in the students' lives and provide specific examples of • Student work is commonly displayed throughout the community.
efforts undertaken to support student success.
News reports In local media draw attention lo positive aclions of sludents and school
Barriers to student achievement or faculty development are identified in the SIP, and strategies are
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator.
implemented to address them
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

•

.

.

.

.

•
•

.
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Standard 2: The school administrator understands and facilitates the design and delivery of knowledge work that meets the needs of students.
parents , school system and community.
Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader’s behaviors or
actions . Illustrative examples of such evidence may indude, but me not limited to the following;

Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in the behaviors or actions of the faculty,
staff, students and/or community. Illustrative examples of such evidence may indude, but are not
limited to the foSowinq:

Sunshine State
1.1.A - Demonstrates understanding of student requirements and academic standards (Common Core Standards and Next Generation
Standards). [Develops the school’s learning goals based on the states adopted student academic standards and the district’s adopted curricula!

•
•
•
•
»

School leader extracts data on standards associated with courses in the master schedule from the
course descriptions and monitor for actual implementation.
Lesson plans are monitored for alignment with correct standards.
Agendas, memoranda, etc. reflect loader's communications to faculty on the note of state standards in
curriculum, lesson planning, and tracking student progress.
Common Core Standards shared by multiple courses are Identified and teachers with shared Common
Core Standards are organized by the leader into collegial teams to coordinate instruction on those
shared standards.
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

•
•
•

•
•

Lesson plans identify connections of activities to standards.

Teacher leaders' meeting records verify recurring review of progress on slate standards ,
Students can articulate what they are expected to learn in a course and their perceptions align with
standards in the course description.
Teachers routinely access course descriptions to maintain alignment of instruction with standards
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

2.3. A - Implements the Florida Educator Accomplished Practices as described in Rule 6 A -5.065, F. A .C. through a common language of instruction.

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

The leader's documents, agendas, memorandum, etc. make reference to the coder! ot the cEAPs and
make correct use of the common language
School improvement documents reflect concepts from the FEAPs and common language.
The leader can articulate the instructional practices set forth in the FEAPs.
Faculty meetings focus on issues related to the FEAPs.
The leader’s monitoring practices result in written feedback to faculty on quality of alignment of
instructional practice with the FEAPs
The leader's communications to parents and other stakeholders reflect use of FEAPs and oommoe
language references.
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
»

Teachers are conversant with die content of the FEAPs.
Teachers can describe their primary instructional practices using the terms and concepts in the FEAPs.
Teachers use the common language and attribute their use to the leader providing access to the online

resources.
School level support programs (or new hires include training on the FEAPs,
FEAPs brochures and excerpts from the common language are readily accessible to faculty.

Faculty members are able to connect indicators in Ihe district's instructional evaluation system with the
FEAPs
Sub-ordinate leaders (e g teacher leaders, assistant principals) use FEAPs and common language terms
accurately in their communications.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this Indicator

.

2.3.D - Implements the state’s adopted academic standards (Common Core and NGSSS) in a manner that is rigorous and culturally relevant to the students
and school.
• The leader's faculty, department, grade -level meeting agendas, minutes, and other documents locus on • Faculty members routinely access or provide evidence of using content from www.floridastandards.orc
the alignment of curriculum and instruction with state standards.
• Faculty has and makes use of the list of standards associated with their coursefs).
• School Improvement Plan goals and aclions are linked to targeted academic standards,
• Activities and assignments are aligned with standards applicable to the course and those connections are
• The leader's presentations to faculty on proficiency expectations include ilustrations of what "rigor * and
conveyed to students.
'cultural/ relevant * mean .
Teachers can describe a school 'wide 'plan ol action' that aligns curriculum and standards and provide
•
• Monitoring documents indicate frequent review of research-based instructional practices regarding
examples of how ttiey implement that plan in their courses
alignment, rigor and cultural relevance.
Teachers attest to the leader 's efforts to preserve Instructional lime for standards based instruction.
• Results of monitoring on research based Instruction are used to increase alignment to standards, rigor, • Teachers attest to Ihe leader's frequent monitoring of research-based instructional- practices and
•
andf ot cultural relevance.
application of those practices in pursuit of student progress on the course standards.
• School's financial documents reflect expenditures supporting standards-based instruction, rigor, and/or
• Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator.
cultural relevance
«
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.
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Standard 2: The school administrator understands and facilitates the design and delivery of knowledge work that meets the needs of students.
parents , school system and community .
Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in the behaviors or actions of the faculty,
Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader' s behaviors or
staff, students and/or community . Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not
examples
,
:
of
limited
the
evidence
but
to
.
such
following
may include are not
actions Illustrative
limited to ihe following:

2.4.A • District supported state initiatives focused on student growth are supported by the leader with specific and observable actions including
monitoring of implementation and measurement of progress toward initiative goals and professional learning to improve faculty capacity to implement the
initiatives. [Generates a focus on student and professional learning in the school that is clearly linked to the system-wide strategic objectives and the
school improvement plan.
being pursued are explicitly identified end access to supporting resources is provided.
Classroom teachers describe how they implement Ihe various initiatives.
• The initiatives
• Leader's agendas, memoranda, etc. reflect presentations to faculty on the targeted initiatives.
• Video exemplars that support implementing the initiatives are routinely used by faculty.
• A Multi-tiered System of Supports (MTSS) and Response to Intervention (Rti) is fully implemented and • Online resources and technology supports that deepened understating of the initiatives are used by
Ihe leader monitocs regularly to sustain implementation .
faculty,
• The leader monitors practices in areas where subject specific strategies are expected and provides
State or district web-based resources aligned with the initiatives are regularly accessed by faculty,
•
feedback on the effective use of such strategies (e.g, ESOL strategies)
Teachers have participated in professional development, associated with the initiative and implemented
•
• Reading Strategies from Just Read, Florida! are implemented.
the strategies learned.
• The leader can identify all of the initiatives in use and describe how progress is monitored for each.
impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator .
Other
•
»
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on Ihis indicator.

•

2.4.E - Implements professional learning that enables faculty to deliver culturally relevant and differentiated instruction.
Staff describes ways that professional teaming is culturally relevant to the population served and
• Oocumentalion that professional learning is determined on the basis of student achievement and
differentiated to meet their unique instructional needs.
teacher competency data.
Lesson study groups and PLCs have expbcitly stated goals and a focus for their collegial learning
• Evidence that professional learning includes culturally relevant instructional practices.
priorities
learning
professional
Faculty
meetings
on
the
schools
Instructional
related
Teachers can articulate a process lhat helps them develop individualized learning plans.
focus
to
•

.

•
•

•
•
•
•

The leader examines data on teacher proficiencies and identifies needs that are subsequently
addressed by professional learning.
Technology resources are provided to maximize faculty access to online teaming and sharing video
exemplars for quality instructional practices.
Individualized professional development plans approved by the principal are clearly aligned with school
improvement priorities.
Meeting agendas and memorandum to faculty provide evidence of on-going monitoring of Ihe
implementation of critical initiatives (e.g., data analysis, text complexify), standards based instructional
program, multi-tiered system of supports, and differentiated instruction.
The leader's documents and agendas provide evidence ol guiding faculty toward deeper understanding
of the cultures of students in the school and how instruction is adapted to improve student engagement
in learning.
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

Faculty requests for professional learning are filtered to ensure that they relate to identified needs within
the school improvement plan.
Teachers can identify their teaming needs as they relate to student learning needs,
Faculty car demonstrate their use o< course descriptions as the source of learning goals and objectives
Faculty can provide evidence of culturally relevant and differentiated instruction.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this Indicator

-
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Standard 2: The school administrator understands and facilitates the design and delivery of knowledge work that meets the needs of students.
parents, school system and community.
Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in the behaviors or actions of the faculty,
staff, students and/or community, Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not
limited to the following:
2.5.F - Engages faculty in recognizing and understanding cultural and developmental issues related to student learning by identifying and addressing
strategies to minimize and/or eliminate achievement gaps.
• Faculty and staff can describe the school-wide achievement goals focused on narrowing achievement
• The leader uses statistical analyses identifying academic needs of sub-group members
Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader’s behaviors or
actions. Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the fotowing

•
•
•

•
•
•

Written goals are developed and provided to faculty (hat focus on reducing or eliminating achievement
gaps tor students in under-performing sub-groups and for students with disabilities.
Documents redacting the leader's work in deepening faculty understanding of cultural and developed
issues related to improvemenl ot academic learning growth by sub-group students.
The leader develops school policies, practices, procedures that validate and value similarities and
differences among students.
Leader 's actions in support of engaging subgroup students h self-help processes and goal setting
related to academic achievement.
The leader personally engages students in under-performing sub-groups with support , encouragement,
and high expectations.
Leader's take actions in aligning parent and community resources with efforts to reduce achievement

gaps.
• Other leadership evidence of proficiency on the indicator.

•
•
•

•
•
•

»
»

gaps and relate how that implement those goals to impact individual students.
Under- achieving sub-group students are enrolled in advanced classes and presented with high
expectations.

Teachers can describe specific policies , practices, and procedures that help them use culture and
developmental issues to improve student learning.
Faculty and staff can explain how goals eliminate differences in achievement lor students at different
socioeconomic levels.
English language learners, and students with disabilities
Teacher records reflecting tracking sub-group student progress on targeted learning goats related to
academic achievement.
Student questionnaire results (from sub-group students) reflecting recognition of school efforts to Improve
their academic performance .
Parent questionnaire results from sub-group parents reflecting recognition of school efforts to totprove
student achievement.
Lesson study groups focused on Improving lessons to impact achievement gap.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator.
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Standard 3: The school administrator manages the resources of time , people , space, information, materials / finances . and technology in order to
enhance the quality of the work provided to students and staff .
Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leaders behaviors or
actions Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the following:

Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in (he behaviors or actions of the faculty , staff,
students and/or community, illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the

following:
2.4.C - Employs a faculty with the instructional proficiencies needed for the school population served.

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
«

The leader maintains an updated assessment of the instrucbonal capacities needed to improve faculty
effectiveness and uses that assessment in filling vacancies
Samples of hiring documents (e.g., posting notices, interview questions with look/listen tors) thal identity
highly desirable instructional proficiencies needed In teacher applicants
Documentation that Ihe recruitment and select process is subjected to an in-depth review and
evaluation for continuous improvement purposes.
The leader has an estabtsbed record of retaining effective and highly effective teachers on the staff .
The leader has a systematic process tor selecting new hires and reviews thal process for its impact on
faculty effectiveness.
Programs for new and transfer teachers thal promote adjustment to the school culture and instructional
responsibilities is provided,
Evidence thal the leader has shared successful hiring practices with other administrators and
colleagues within the district.
Cither leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator

.

.

•
•

•
•

•
•

Teachers can describe a hiring process that incorporates a specific focus on essential instructional
proficiencies needed for the school population served.
Teachers confirm that a critical part of the hiring process ircfudes an evaluation of the effectiveness of Ihe
process.
Teacher leaders are involved in monitoring staffing needs and providing input to the leader.
Teachers new to the school can describe effective induction processes that had a positive impact on their
adjustment to the school.
Teacher leaders (e g. department heads, team leaders) can describe the instructional capacities needed in
finding candidates to fill vacancies on the faculty.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this Indicator.

2.4.D - Identifies faculty instructional proficiency needs including standards-based content, research-based pedagogy, data analysis for instructional

planning and Improvement, and the use of instructional technology.
Documentalion that professional learning is determined on the basis of student achievement and
teacher competency data.
Evidence that professional learning includes culturally relevant instructional practices,
Faculty meetings focus on professional learning related to the schools instructional priorities .
The leader examines data on teacher proficiencies and identities needs that are subsequently
addressed by professional teaming.
Technology resources are provided to maximize faculty access to online tearn ng and sharing video
exemplars for quality instructional practices.
Indhridualzed professional development plans approved by the principal are clearly aligned with school
improvement priorities .
Meeting agendas and memorandum to faculty provide evidence of on-going monitoring of the
implementation of critical initiatives (e g., data analysis, text complexity), standards -based instructional
program, multi-tiered system of supports, and differentiated Instruction.
The leader's documents and agendas provide evidence of guiding faculty toward deeper understanding
ol the cultures of students in Ihe school and how instruction is adapted to improve student engagement
in learning
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

-

Stall describes ways that professional learning is culturally relevant to the population served and
differentiated to meet their unique instructional needs.
Lesson study groups and PLOs have explicitly slated goals and a focus tor their oollegial learning
Teachers can articulate a process lhat helps them develop individualized learning plans.
Faculty requests for professional learning are filtered to ensure that they relate to identified needs within
the school improvement plan.
Teachers can identity their teaming needs as they relate to student learning needs.
Faculty can demonstrate their use of course descriptions as Ihe source of learning goals and objectives
Faculty can provide evidence of culturally relevant and differentiated instruction.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator.
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Standard 3: The school administrator manages the resources of time, people, space , information, materials / finances, and technology in order to
enhance the quality of the work provided to students and staff .
Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader's behaviors or
actions. Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the following:

Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in the behaviors or actions of the faculty, staff,
students and/or community. Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the
following :

2.4.F - Provides resources and time and engages faculty in effective individual and collaborative professional learning throughout the school year.
Oocumenfs generated by or at the direction of the leader establish a clear paltem of attention to
• Faculty members describe an organizational dlmale supportive of professional learning and can provide
examples of personal involvement
individual professional development
Documents gonerated by or at the direction of the leader establish a clear pattern of attention to
• Minutes and/or summary records of lesson study teams, book study groups, and/or PLCs provide evidence
that these collegial opportunities are active on the campus.
collegial professional development.
Schedules provide evidence of recurring lime allocated for professional learning .
• Agendas, documents, or anecdotal records of teams and/or department meetings reflect recurring
engagement in professional learning.
Technology is used to provide easy and recurring access to professional learning.
Budget records verify resources allocated to support prioritized professional learning.
• Information on the availability of professional teaming is easily accessible for faculty
Document generated provide evidence that administrators are monitoring faculty participation In
• Other Impact evidence of proficiency on this Indicator.
professional learning.
Olhet leadership evidence of proliciency on this indicator.

3.6 .E - Uses effective technology integration to enhance decision making and efficiency throughout the school.
School improvement plan reflects technology integration as a support in improvement plans.
Sub-ordinate leaders Integrate technology into their work functions and use technology to streamline the
process.
Leader has a technology integration plan used to provide technology supports to the degree possible
Data from (acuity that supports decision making and monitoring impact of decisions are shared via
with available resources.
technotogy.
School website provides stakeholders with information about and access to the leader.
FtowerPoint presentafions, e-maits, and webpages of faculty members support involvement in decision
Technology tools are used to aid in data collection and analyses and distribution of data findings.
making and dissemination of decisions made.
Evidence that shared decision mateig and distributed leadership are supported by technology.
Faculty use social network methods to Involve students and parents in data cofleelion that supports
Technology used to enhance coaching and mentoring functions
decision making and to inform stakeholders of decisions made.
Other leadership evidence ot proficiency on this indicator
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

3.8.A - Organizes time, tasks, and projects effectively with clear objectives and coherent plans
Examples of projects that have been adjusted based on the input from a variety ot sources.
Reports that require teacher input are submitted on lime and m compliance with expectations
Examples ot timely completion of learning environment improvement projects focused on issues like
Sub-ordinate leaders' records reveal specific levels of fiscal support to projects delegated to them and
safety, efficiency, effectiveness, cr legal compliance.
processes for tracking me expenses are implemented.
Examples of multiple projects and timelines managed by the leader by strategically delegating time,
Random sampling (informal Interviews) with teachers reveals consistent capacily ot staff to describe
resources, and responsibilities
ongoing projects and tasks.
School Improvement Plan implementation records reveal planning of tasks with clear stages ol progress
Random sampling (informal interviews) with teachers reveals consistent capacity of staff to describe how
and timelines to measure progress.
school leadership monitors work in progress and due dates.
Leadership responsibility matrix or chart describes how management ot tasks and projects are allocated
Minutes, agendas, records and/or anecdotal information from teachers reveal the preponderance ot
and reflects monitoring tasks.
teacher meetings have dear objectives or purposes focused on
School financial Information showing meeting deadlnes and procedures and processes for assessing
the adequacy of fiscal resources budgeted to tasks (Is there a way to recognize when funds will run
short or if there will be an excess which can be repurposed?)
Examples of ‘systems planning tools' (e.g , tree diagram, matrix diagram, flowchart PERT Chart, Ganlt
Chart) are used that display the chronological interdependence of the project events lhat unfold over
time.
Tasks and reports for parties outside the school are monitored for timely completion
Other leadership evidence of proliciency on this indicator .

.

system Instructional goal, professional
learning, or improvement planning.
School-wide teacher questionnaire results related to school management issues reflect awareness of a
positive impact of otganizafion on school operations.
Teachers are aware of bme and task management processes and contribute data to them
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator
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Standard 3: The school administrator manages the resources of time , people , space , information, materials / finances, and technology in order to
enhance the quality of the work provided to students and staff .
Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in (he behaviors or actions of the faculty, staff,
students and/or community. Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are rot limited to the
following:
3.8.B & 3.8.D Maximizes the impact of school personnel, fiscal and facility resources to provide recurring systemic support for instructional priorities and
a supportive learning environment. [Established appropriate deadlines for him/ herself and the entire organization and is fiscally responsible and
maximizes the impact of fiscal resources on instructional priorities.
School wide teacher questionnaire results reveal satisfaction with resources provided for instructional and
School financial information shows alignment of spending with instructional needs.
faculty development
• Documents are provided to facutty that indicate clear protocols for accessing school resources,
School Improvement Plan and spending plans are afigned.
• Stall receipt books, activity agreements, and fundraiser requests reflect priority attention to instructional
needs.
• Leader's documents reveal recurring involvement in aligning time, facility use, and human resources
Teachers can describe the process lor accessing and spending money in support of instructional priorities.
with priority school needs
Teachers can provide examples of resource problems being taken on by school leadership as a priority
• Schedules and calendars for use of the facility reflect attention to instructional priorities.
issue to be resolved
leadership
.
indicator
on
evidence
this
Other
of
proficiency
•
»
Other impact evidence of proficiency on Ibis indicator,

Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader's behaviors or
actions illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the following:
,

•

•

-

•

•
•

3.8.C - Manages schedules , delegates , and allocates resources to promote collegial efforts in school improvement and faculty development.
School financial information identifies resources employed in support of collegial learning
• Teachers routinely recount examples of collegial work, team learning or problem solving focused on
student achievement
Procedures for collegial groups lo reserve rooms for meetings are provided to all faculty.
Lesson study groups, PLCs, and cither forms of collegial learning teams are operational.
• Protocol for accessing school resources to support collegial learning needs.
• School-wide teacher questionnaire results reflect teacher participation in collegial learning groups .
• School Improvement Plan reflects role(s) ol collegia! learning teams.

•
•
•
•
•

•

Leader’s memorandums, e-maiis, and other documents reflect support for team learning processes both
on-campus and via digital participation on communities of practice.
Master schedules are modified to promote collegial use through common planning times
Other leadership evidence ot proficiency on this indicator.

.

•
•
•

Teachers’ professional learning plans incorporate participation in collegial learning.
Department, team, or grade level meetings devote a majority of their time to collegial learning processes .
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this Indicator

.

3.9.E - Creates opportunities within the school to engage students, faculty , parents, and community stakeholders in constructive conversations about
important issues.
Samples of communication methods used by the leader .
A School Improvement Plan that demonstrates knowledge of the specific school community and the
impact of community factors on learning needs of students and faculty.
A school-wide plan to engage families and community in understanding student needs and participating
in school improvement efforts.
Evidence of opportunities for families lo provide feedback about students’ educational experiences.
Logs of community interaction (e g , number of volunteers, community members In the school,
telephone conversations and community presence at school activities)
Leader writes articles for school or community newspapers
Leader makes presentations at PTSA or community organizations
Leader hosts Informal ‘conversations' with faculty, parents, and/or business leaders to share
perceptions about the school and pertinent educational Issues.
The leader can identify influential "opinion leaders’ in the school community and has processes for
engaging ihem in school improvement efforts.
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

Students confirm that the leader is a good Sstener and effectively uses a wide variety of methods of
communication to describe expectations and seek input/feedback.
Facutty members confirm that the leader is a good Sstener and effectively uses a wide variety of methods
of communication to describe expectations arid seek input/feedback
Parents and community members confirm that the leader is a good listener and effectively uses a wide
variety of methods of communication to describe expectations and seek Input/feedback
Local newspaper articles report involvement of school leader and faculty in school improvement actions
Letters and e mails from stakeholders reflect exchanges on important issues.
Olher impact evidence of proficiency on this Indicator.

.

.

-
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Standard 3: The school administrator manages the resources of time , people , space , information, materials /finances , and technology in order to
enhance the quality of the work provided to students and staff .
Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in the behaviors or actions of the faculty , staff,
students and/or community. Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the
following:

Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader's behaviors or
actions. Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to (he following:

3.9.F - Utilizes appropriate technologies for communication and collaboration.

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
«

Leaders work schedule reflects equivalent of two work days a week in classrooms and interacting with
students and teachers on instructional Issues ,
Meeting schedules reflect frequency of access by various stakeholders.
Executive business partnerships engaging local business leaders in ongoing support of school
improvement
E-maa exchanges with parents and other stakeholders ,
Websites or weblogs provide school messaging into the community ,
Leaders participation in community events
Leader has established poicies that inform students, faculty, and parents on how to get access to the
leader.
Leader monitors office staff implemenfation of aocess poicies to insure timely and responsive
accessibility.
Olhet leadership evidence ol proficiency on this indicator.

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

School office staff have effective procedures for routing parents and stakeholders to appropriate parties for
assistance and informing the leader when direct Involvement of the leader is necessary.
Subordinate leaders' involvement in community events where school issues may be addressed.
"User friendly’ processes for greeting s>d determining needs of visitors .
Newspaper accounts reflecting leader's accessibility
Teacher and student anecdotal evidence of ease of aocess
Parent surveys reflect belief that aocess is welcomed.
Office staff handle routine requests for access In ways that satisfy stakeholders' needs without disrupting
leader's lime on instructional issues, but gives school leader timely notice when his/her personal
involvement should occur without delay.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

3.9.G - Ensures faculty receives timely information about student learning requirements , academic standards, and all other local, state , and federal
administrative requirements and decisions
Faculty routinely access wrww.ftoricdastar dards.oni to align course content with state standards
• Evidence of vlsibttty and accessibility ;e.g. agendas of meetings, newsletters, e-mail correspondence,
appointment book, etc.) is provided.
Staff survey results reflect awareness and understanding of priority goals and expectations.
Parent survey results refect understanding of the priority academic improvement goals of the school.
• Evidence of formal and Informal systems of communication that include a variety of formats (e.g.,
written, oral) in multiple ways through different media (e.g., newsletter, electronic) used to communicate
Parents' communications to the school refect understanding of the goals and expectations that apply to
goals and expectations for how to accomplish the goals,
their children.
PTSA/Boosler club operations and participation addresses support for school academic goals.
• School safety and behavioral expectations are accessible to al.
• Dissemination of dear norms and ground rules for standards- based instruction and Multi- tiered System
Student survey resells relied understanding of goals and expectations that apply to the students
ol Supports (MTSS) is provided.
Subordinate leaders use Florida's common language of instruction.
• School Improvement Plan is based on clear actionable goals.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this Indicator .
• Leader is able to access Florida's common language of instruction via online resources.
»
Other leadership evidence of profsciancy on this indicator.

.
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Standard 4: The school administrator continuously monitors and communicates the extent to which students and staff are engaging in the work,
persisting in the work, and experiencing satisfaction in the products of the work, and modifies the work accordingly

.

Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader's behaviors or
actions. Illuslralive examples of such evidence may include , but are not limited to the following:

Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in the behaviors or actions of die faculty,
staff, students and/or community. Illustrative examples ol such evidence may include , but a e not
limited to the foDowma

-

1.1.8 - Performance Data: The leader demonstrates the use of student and adult performance data to make instructional leadership
decisions.[ Analyzes student learning results which are evidenced by the student performance and growth on statewide assessments; district determined assessments that are implemented by the district under Section 1008.22 F.S ; international assessments; and other indicators of student
success adopted by the district and the state.
• Data fries and analyses on a wide range of student performance assessments are in routine use by the • Teachers use performance data to make instructional decisions.

.

leader .

• Analyses of trends and patterns in student performance over time are reflected in presentations to
(acuity on instructional improvement needs.
• Analyses of trends and patterns in evaluation feedback on faculty proficiencies and professional
learning needs are reflected in presentations to faculty on instructional improvement needs.
• Leader' s agerdas, memoranda, etc. reflect recurring allemion to performance data and data analyses.
• Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

• Department and team meetings refted recurring attention to student performance data ,
• Tsacher leaders identify changes in practice within their teams or departments based on
performance data analyses .

• Teacher leaders make presentations to colleagues on uses of performance data to modify
instructional practices.

• Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator .

.

.

1.2 D - Engages faculty and staff In efforts to close learning performance gaps among student subgroups within the school
Team learning practices are evident among the faculty and focused on performance gaps among
Principal's support lor team learning processes focused on student learning is evident throughout the
student subgroups within the school.
school year.
Principal's team learning processes are focused on student learning
Professional learning actions by facufly address performance gaps among student subgroups within
the school.
Principal' s meeting agendas reflect student learning topes routinely taking precedence over other
Performance gaps among student subgroups within the school show improvement trends.
issues as reflected by place on the agenda and time committed to the issues,
Faculty , department, team, and cross-curricular meetings focus on student learning.
School improvement Plan reflects a systemic analysis of the actionable causes of gaps in student
performance and contains goals that support systemic improvement.
Data Teams, Professional Learning Communities, and/or Lesson Study groups show evidence of
recurring meetings and focus on student learning issues.
The principal supports through personal action, professional learning by self and faculty, exploration of
mental models , team learning, shared vision, and systems thinking practices focused on improving
FacuRy and staff Iaft about being part of something larger than themselves, of being connected , of
student learning.
being generative of something truly Important in students ' lives .
Dialogues with faculty and staff on professional learning goes beyond learning what is needed for
There is systemic evident of celebrating student success with an emphasis on reflection on why
meeting basic expectations and is focused on teaming that enhances the collective capacity to create
success happened
improved outcomes for all students.
Teacher or student questionnaire results address teaming organization's essential elements
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this Indicator.
.

.
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Standard 4: The school administrator continuously monitors and communicates the extent to which students and staff are engaging in the work the products of the work , and modifies the work accordingly.

persisting in the work , and experiencing satisfaction in

Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader's behaviors or
actions Illustrative examcfes of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the following

Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in the behaviors or actions of the faculty,
staff, students andtor community. Illustrative examples of sudi evidence may indude, but are not
bnuted to the Mowing

2.3 .B - Learning Goals Alignments: The leader Implements recurring monitoring and feedback processes to insure that priority learning goals
established for students are based on the state ' s adopted student academic standards as defined in state course descriptions, presented in student
accessible forms, and accompanied by scales or rubric to guide tracking progress toward student mastery . [Engages In data analysis for instructional
planning and improvement]

•

Agendas, meeting minutes, and memoranda to the faculty make evident a focus on importance of
learning goals with scales to engage students in focusing on whal they are to understand and be able to
do
The leader's practices on teacher observation and feedback routinely address learning goals and
tracking student progress ,
The leader provides coaching or other assistance to teachers struggling with use of the learning goals
strategy.
Procedures are in place to monitor and promote faculty collegial discussron on the implementation
levels of learning goals to promote a&gnmenl with Ihe implementation level of the associated state
standards
Leader's communications to students provide evidence of support of students making progress on
learning goats.
Progress monitoring of adult and student performance on targeted priority learning goals is documented,
charted, and posted in high traffic areas of the school
Evidence of the leader's intervenlion( s) with teachers who do not provide learning goals that increase
students' opportunities for success.
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

.

Clearly slated learning goals accompanied by a scale or rubric that describes levels of performance
relative to the learning goal are posted or easily assessable to students
Teams or departments meet regularly to discuss the quality of learning goals with scales being
employed and adapt them based on student success rates
Teacher lesson plans provide evidence of the connection of planned activities and assignments to
learning goals.
Teacher documents prepared fcr parent information make clear the targeted learning goals lor Ihe
students.
Students are able to express their learning goals during walkthroughs or classroom observations
Students are able to explain Ihe relationship between current activities and assignments and priory
learning goals.
Lesson study groups and other cofiegiai learning teams routinely discuss learning goals and scales
for progression
Methods of both teachers and students tracking student progress toward learning goals are evident.
Celebrations of student success include reflections by teachers and students on the reasons for the

success
Teachers can identify the learning goals that result in the high levels of student learning.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on Ihis indicator

2.3.C - Faculty Effectiveness: The leader monitors the effectiveness of classroom teachers and uses contemporary research and the district’s
instructional evaluation system criteria and procedures to improve student achievement and faculty proficiency on the FEAPs. [Communicates the
relationships among academic standards, effective instruction, and student performance.]
Schedules tor ctassroom observation document monitoring of faculty.
• The teachers document that the leader initiated professional development focused on issues
Records or notes Indicate the frequency of formal and informal observations.
Data from ctassroom walkthroughs is locused oo hgh -effect size strategies and other FEAPs

.

implementation
Notes and memorandum Irom follow-up conferences regarding feedback on formal or informal
observations reflect attention to FEAPs issues and research-based practices
Agendas tor meetings address tacutty proficiency issues arising horn the monitoring process
The leader meets with teachers to provide feedback on their growth in proficiency on instructional
strategies.
Leadership team agendas or memoranda focused on issues arising from monitoring.
Principals resource allocation actions are adjusted based on monitoring data.
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

.

arising from faculty effectiveness monitoring

• Teacher-leader meeting agendas or memoranda reflect follow-up actions based on feedback

-

from leadership monitoring on FEAPs. teacher evaluation indicators, or research based

•
•

•

•

strategies.
Lesson study , PLC or teacher team work is initiated to address issues arising from monitoring
process.

.

-

Teachers can describe the high effect size instructional strategies employed across Ihe grades
and curriculum and how they are adapted in the teacher's classroom to meet student needs.
Data and feedback from school ieader(s) generated from walkthroughs and observations are
used by teachers to revise instructional practices.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on Ibis indicator.
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Standard 4: The school administrator continuously monitors and communicates the extent to which students and staff are engaging in the work.
the work , and experiencing satisfaction in the products of the work , and modifies the work accordfnelv.

persisting in

Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in Ihe behaviors or actions of the faculty,
staff , students andfor community Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are no!
limited to Ihe following:
2.3. E • Ensures the appropriate use of high quality formative and interim assessments aligned with the adopted standards and curricula.
Teachers can describe interactions with the leader where effective assessment practices are
• Documents for faculty use that set clear expectations for the use of formative assessments to monitor
student progress on mastering course standards
promoted.
Teachers' assessments are focused on student progress on the standards of fire course.
• Samples ol written feedback provided to teachers regarding effective assessment practices.
Teachers attest to the leader's efforts to apply knowledge and skills of effective assessment
• Coflaboralive work systems' (e g., data teams, professional learning communities} agendas and minutes
Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader's behaviors or
actions . Huslrative examples ot such evidence may include, tx/l are not lirrtrled to the folkwing

.

•
•

•
•

refiect recurring engagements with interim and formative assessment data
Faculty meeting agendas and minutes reflect attention to formative and interim assessment processes.
Classroom walkthrough data reveals routine use of formative assessment practices in the classrooms
Assessment rubrics are being used by the school.
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

practices
Teachers can provide assessment that are directly aligned with oourse standard
Tea eis attest to the leader's frequent monitoring of assessment practices.
Student folders and progress tracking records refiect use of formative data.
Documents are In use that Informs teachers of the alignment between standards and assessments.
Other impact evidence ot proficiency on this indicator

^

2.4.B & 2.S.D - Evaluates, monitors, and provides timely and actionable feedback to faculty on the effectiveness of instruction.
Rubrics that distinguish among proficiency levels on evaluation indicators are used by the leader to
Teachers can attest to regularly scheduled formal and informal observations.

•
•
•

focus feedback needed improvements in instructional practice.
Samples of written feedback provided teachers regarding prioritized instructional practices.
Documentation ol an instructional monitoring schedule that supports frequent instructional monitoring by
the school's administrative staff.
The leader implements a schedule that results in frequent walkthroughs and observation of leaching
and learning
School improvement plan reflects mcnitoring data analyses.
Evidence the leader has a system for securing feedback from teachers specific to prioritized
instructional practices.
The leader 's use of lime results in at feast 2 work days a week spent on monitoring instructional issues
(i.e. 'watching the game*) and providing specific and aclfonabfe feedback on instructional practices.
The leader provides feedback that describes ways to enhance performance and reach the next level of
proficiency.
Feedback reflects Judgment on proficiency, not just a "yes-no" checklist approach.
Other leadership evidence ol proficiency on ibis indicator

Teachers report recognition as team members and as individuals.
Teachers describe feedback from the leader in terms of recognizing instructional strengths and
suggestions to take their teaching to a new levels.
Teachers report that leader uses a combination of classroom observation and teacher -self
assessment data as pari of the feedback.
Feedback to teachers, over the course of the year, is based on multiple sources of information (e g
observations, walkthroughs, videos, seff -refiections, lessor studies, PLCs, assessment data,) and
from more than one person.
Teacher leaders have opportunities to observe colleagues teaching practices and provide feedback
Feedback and evaluation data is used by teachers to formulate growth plans
Other impact evidence ot proficiency on this indicator

2.5.E - Initiates and supports continuous improvement processes focused on the students’ opportunities for success and well -being.
Agendas, memorandum, and other documents provide direction on implementation of MTSS.
• Teachers' records reveal data-based interventions and progress monitoring.
Agendas, memorandum, and other documents retted recurring discussion with faculty on continuous
• Teacher-directed celebrations of student success identify causes of success.
progress monitoring practices.
• Supplemental supports are provided in classes.
The leader recognizes the accomplishments of individual teachers, student, groups and the whole
• Faculty and student describe the leader as one who is genuinely committed to student success in
school via newsletters announcements, websiles. social media and face -to- face exchanges)
school and life.
Leader solicits student tnpul on processes that support or hamper their success.
• Faculty teams, departments, grade levels or collegial learning teams who have worked together on
Leader does surveys and other data collections that assess school conditions that impact student wellstudent success are recognized.
being.
• Teacher and student tracking ol progress results in data on student success.
Data collection processes are employed to collect student, parent, and stakeholder perception data on
• Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator
the school supports for student success.
Other leadership evidence ot proficiency or this indicator ,

.
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Standard 4: The school administrator continuously monitors and communicates the extent to which students and staff are engaging in the work ,
persisting in the work , and experiencing satisfaction in the products of the work , and modifies the work accordingly.
Leadership Evidence dproficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader's behaviors or
actions. IHustratve examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the following;

Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seer ir Die behaviors or actions d the faculty,
stiff, students and/or community. Illustrative examples of such evidence may mciude. but are not

IMaUJaMate

4.10.F •Demonstrates explicit improvement In specific performance areas based on previous evaluations and formative feedback,
The leader is an active participant in professional Seaming provided foi faculty.
Teachers' anecdotal evidence of the leader's support for and participation in professional learning
School-wide teacher Questionnaire resorts reflecting leadership support (or professional teaming.
The leaders professional growth plan includes professional learning topics that are directly linked to the
needs of the school or district.
The frequency with which faculty members are engaged in professional teaming,
Evidence the leader has applied lessons learned from Ihe research to enhance personal leadership
practices.
Case studies of action research shared with subordinates and/or colleagues.
Forma, checklists, self -assessments, and other learning tools iha leader has created that help Ihe leader
apply concepts teamed in professional development.
Membership and participation in professional teaming provided by professional organizations .

Changes in student growth data, discipline dala, etc., after faculty professional development.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indtcator

Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.
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Standard 5: The school administrator is a leader of leaders.
Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen In the behaviors or actions of the
faculty, staff , students and/or community. Illustrative examples of such evidence may
include, but are not limited to the following:

Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader's behaviors or
actions. Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the following:

3.6. A - Gives priority attention to decisions that impact the quality of

•
•
•
•
•

•

student learning and teacher proficiency.
• Teachers can describe a decision making process that reflects an emphasis on vision, mission,

The school's vision and mission statement developed under this leader is focused on student growth
and improving faculty proficiency .
Staff evaluations and professional development documents emphasize student learning or faculty
proficiency growth
Documents showing the development and modification of teacher and student schedules are based on
data about student needs.
Leader's meeting schediies reflect recurring attention to student learning and faculty proficiency issues .
Artifacts substantiating school improvement and curriculum review/revision are based on student
learning needs or assessments of teacher proficiency.
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator

•
•

•
•

•
«

student learning, and teacher proficiency requirements.
Teachers can recafi decisions that were made resulting in changes to their teaching schedule to
support student learning.
Tearn and department meeting mmules reflect student learning and faculty proficiency as priority

issues.
Sub-ordinate leaders give priority attention to issues impacting student learning and teacher
proficiency
Principal's secretary prioritizes mail based on relation to student learning and faulty growth.
Office staff handle routine events to protect leader's lime tor instructional and (acuity development
issues.
Olher impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator .

.

3.6.B - Uses critical thinking and data-based problem solving techniques to define problems and identify solutions.
Samples of problem statements, contextual factors, recommended approaches, proposed solutions,
• Teachers can personafiy attest to the problem-solving skills of the leader.

•

•
•
•
«

evaluation, and review with consideration for further work are presented.
A well-established problem-solving process can be described by the leader.
Data records reveal the range of problems addressed and afler-implemenlafion data collections.
Reports and newsletters to stakeholders Inform of problems addressed and the impact of solutions
implemented.
Olher leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

•

•
•

•

«

Teachers report a high degree of satisfaction with the problem - solving process estabEshed by the

leader.
Teacher and/or students describe participating in problem solving led by the school leader
MutiMiered System of Supports (MTSS) is fully operational in classrooms.
Sub-ordinate leaders are engaged in dala-based problem solving
Olher impact evidence of proficiency on INS indicator .

3.6.C - Evaluates decisions for effectiveness , equity , intended and actual outcome(s ); implements follow -up actions revealed as appropriate by
feedback and monitoring; and revises decisions or implementing actions as needed.

•

•
•
•
•

Examples of documents related to previous decisions that indicate re-evaluation in light of emerging
data or trends.
Evidence that re-evalualrons in light ol emerging data or trends resulted in changes or adjustments in
actions
A well articulated problem-serving process can be produced.
PrincipaTs work schedule reflects time for monitoring the implementation of priority decisions.
Other leadership evidence ot proficiency on this indicator

-

•
•
•
•
»

3.6.D - Empowers others and distributes leadership when appropriate.
Organizational charts or other documents reveal how leadership is distributed and informs who is
involved In what.
• School improvement plan process reflects involvement by a variety of parties
• Evidence of shared decision-making and dislrtbuted leadership is present in leader's memorandums, emaits, and other communications.
• leader's communication to faculty and stakeholders recognizes the role ot those to whom leadership
functions were distributed.
«
Other leadership evidence ot profxdency on this indicator

•

•
•
•
•
»

Teachers can attest to having participated in a re-evaluation of a decision based on emerging trends
and data.
Teachers report confidence to the decisions being made by the laader.
Sub-ordinate leaders' records reveal time committed to gathering data and following up on impact
and implementation of leader's decisions.
Sub-ordinale leaders’ records reveal time committed to gathering data and following up on impact
and implementation of the subordinate leaders' decisions.
Other impact evidence of profloericy on this indicator.
Sub-ordinale leaders and teacher leaders report meaningful roles in decision making
Minutes, agendas, and other records of meetings held by subordinate leaders reflect their
involvement in significant decision making.
Teachers are able to identify which colleagues have a leadership or decision making rote in ary given
issue.
Teacher and or parent surveys reflect satisfaction with access to subordinate and teacher leaders
rather than requiring access only to the principal.
Olher impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator,
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Standard 5: The school administrator is a leader of leaders.
Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in Ihe behaviors or actions of the
faculty, staff , students and/or community. Illustrative examples of such evidence may
include, but are not limited to the following:

Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in (he leader's behaviors or
actions. Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the following:

3.7.A - Identifies and cultivates potential and emerging leaders.

Organizational charts identify the leadership rotes and team members.
The leader has a system for identifying and mentoring potential leaders.
The leader can die examples in which s/he coached several emerging leaders to assume greater levels
of responsibility within the organization.
Minutes, e-mails, and memorandums reflecting exchanges among leadership team members are
focused on school improvement goals, student growth, and faculty development.
The leader's communications to faculty and stakeholders reflect recognition of the leadership team.
Other leadership evidence ot proficiency on this indicator.

•

•
•

•
•
»

.

•
•

•
•
«

Teachers al the school can describe informal and formal opportunities to demonstrate and develop
leadership competencies.
Teachers at Ihe school report that leadership devetopment Is supported and encouraged.
Current leadership team members can describe training or mentoring they receive horn Ihe school
leader regarding leadership.
Teachers can describe processes that encourage them to be involved in school improvement and
prepare (or leadership roles.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator,

-

3.7 B - Delegation: The leader establishes delegated areas of responsibility for sub ordinate leaders and manages delegation and trust processes that enable such leaders
to initiate projects or tasks, plan, implement, monitor, provide quality control, and bring projects and tasks to closure [ Provides evidence of delegation and trust in
subordinate leaders. I

•

A Responsibility Matrix or chart ol 'who does what" provides evidence that the leader trust others within
tee school by identifying how leadership responsibilities are delegated to other faculty members on his

or her staff

• The leader’s processes keep people from performing redundant activities.

•
•
•
•

•

•
«

The leader has crafted "job descriptions' for subordinate leaders' roles that clarify what they are to do
and have the delegated authority to do
Communications to delegated leaders provide predetermined decision-making responsibility.
Documents initiating projects and tasks identify personal responsibility for success at the beginning of
lha project.
Delegation and trust are evident in personnel evaluations
Delegation and trust are evident in the school improvement plan as a variety of school staff are
identified as being directly responsible for various components of the planning effort.
Meeting minutes provide evidence of delegation and trust being extended to select members of Ihe
faculty.
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

3.7.C - Plans for and implements succession management in key positions.
Documents generated by or al the direction of the leader establish a clear pattern of attention to
individual professional development that address succession management priorities.
The leader has processes to monitor potential staff departures.
The leader accesses district applicant pools to review options as soon as district processes permit.
Informal dialogues with faculty routinely explore their interests in expanded involvement and future
leadership roles
leader has documents or processes to inform potential leaders of Ihe tasks and qualifications involved
in moving into leadership roles.
A succession management plan that identifies succession problems, key and hard to fSI positions for
which critical competencies have been identified, and key contacts within the school community.
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

--

.

Teachers report teat areas of delegated responsibility include authority to make decisions and take
action within defined parameters.
Faculty and staff can cite examples of delegation where the leader supported Ihe staff member's
decision.
Faculty report that building leaders express high levels of confidence in their capacity to fulfill
obligations relevant to the shared task of educating children
Staff to whom responsibility has been delegated in lum delegate appropriate aspects of their tasks to
other start thus expanding engagement.
Other impact evidence DS proficiency on this indicator.

.

Select teachers can attest to having been identified into applicant pools tor leadership in key and
hard-lo-f il positions that may develop in Ihe future.
Select teachers report teal the principal has identified various competency levels needed for key or
hard-lo-ffl leadership positions ,
Select teachers oescribe providing the leader feedback as to gaps m their personal competency tor
which Ihe leader has developed professional learning experiences.
Teachers can describe transparent processes for being considered for leadership positions within Ihe

.

school.
Sub ordinate leaders engage other faculty in competency building tasks teat prepare them for future
leadership rotes
Other Impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

.
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Standard 5 : The school administrator is a leader of leaders.
Impact Evidence of leadership proficiency may be seen in the behaviors or actions ot the
faculty, staff, students and/or community. Illustrative examples of such evidence may
include, but are not limited to the following:

Leadership Evidence of proficiency on this indicator may be seen in the leader’s behaviors or
actions. Illustrative examples of such evidence may include, but are not limited to the following:

3.9.B & 3.9.D - Recognizes individuals, collegial work groups, and supporting organizations for effective performance and maintaining high visibility at

school and in the community.

•
•

•

•

•
»

faculty meeting agendas routinely include recognitions of progress and success on goals.
Rigorous effort and progress points o( collegial work groups are recognized and Ihe methods they
employed shared.
Samples of recognition criteria and reward structures are utilized.
Documents (e g . widen correspondence, awards, agendas, minules, etc.) supporting the recognition of
individuals are based on established criteria.
Communications to community groups are arranged recognizing student, faculty, and school
accomplishments.
Other leadership evidence of proficiency on this indicator.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Teacher3 attest to the leader 's recognition of them as individuals and as team members.
Teachers describe feedback from the leader that acknowledge specific instructional strengths or
improvements.

Teachers report that the leader uses a combination of methods to promote the accomplishments ol
the school
Students report both formal and informal acknowledgements of their growth.
Builelln boards or other media display evidence of student growth.
Other impact evidence of proficiency on this indicator.
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B. Other Indicators of Performance (Not Applicable in Citrus County)
In this section, the district shall provide the following information regarding any other indicators of
performance that will be included for school administrator evaluations.

1. Pursuant to section 1012.34(3)(a)4., F.S., up to one-third of the evaluation may be based
upon other indicators of performance. In Citrus County, other indicators of performance
account for 0% of the school administrator performance evaluation.
2. Description of additional performance indicators, if applicable.
3. Description of the step-by-step calculation for determining the other indicators of
performance rating for school administrators, including cut points for differentiating
performance.

C. Performance of Students
In this section, the district shall provide the following information regarding the student performance
data that will be included for school administrator evaluations.

1. Pursuant to section 1012.34(3)(a)1., F.S., at least one-third of the performance evaluation
must be based upon data and indicators of student performance, as determined by each
school district. This portion of the evaluation must include growth or achievement data of
the administrator’s school(s) over the course of at least three years. If less than three years
of data are available, the years for which data are available must be used. Additionally,
this proportion may be determined by administrative responsibilities.
In Citrus County, performance of students accounts for 33% of the school administrator
performance evaluation.
2. Description of the step-by-step calculation for determining the student performance
rating for school administrators, including cut points for differentiating performance.
All administrative personnel will include student performance data for at least three years,
including the current year and the two years immediately preceding the current year, when
available. If less than the three most recent years of their school(s)’ data are available, those
years for which data are available are used. School administrators will receive a rating based on
their school-wide results, which includes the data collected from state and district assessments.
See Citrus County’s Instructional Evaluation Plan to see how instructional personnel are rated
in the area of student performance (district-created models using state and district assessments).
The school’s instructional staff’s ratings are averaged to give the administrator a one-year
school-wide rating. The one-year rating is then averaged with up to two previous years’ schoolwide data ratings from school(s) the administrator supervised, if available, to equal a three-year
rating for the student performance portion of the administrator’s evaluation system. The
calculated average is based on the following cut points:
HE: 4.00-3.45

E: 3.44-2.45

NI: 2.44-1.45

U: 1.44-0.00

This portion makes up 33% of the summative evaluation rating.
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D. Summative Rating Calculation
In this section, the district shall provide the following information regarding the calculation of summative
evaluation ratings for school administrators.

1. Description of the step-by-step calculation for determining the summative rating for
school administrators.
Each administrator will receive a rating of Highly Effective, Effective, Needs Improvement, or
Unsatisfactory based on his/her performance on the district portion (instructional leadership) of
the administrator summative evaluation. School administrators will also receive a rating for the
data portion (performance of students) based on an average of all instructional staff ratings at the
administrator’s school and from up to two previous years. The instructional leadership portion of
the summative evaluation is weighted 67% of the overall evaluation. All instructional staff’s data
source ratings are combined and averaged to provide the administrator(s) with an overall student
performance rating (school-wide) and then averaged with up to two previous years, if available.
That rating is weighted at 33% of the final evaluation rating. The rating matrix, below, shows how
the two ratings are combined for the overall evaluation rating.
Overall Summative Rating = (Instructional Leadership Rating * .67) + (Student Performance Rating * .33)

Rating Matrix
Rating Areas
Instructional
Leadership
67%

Student
Data
33%

Range

Overall Rating Options

H

H

3.45-4.00

Highly Effective

H

E

3.12-3.81

Highly Effective, Effective

H

D/NI

2.78-3.48

Highly Effective, Effective

H

U

2.30-3.15

Effective, Needs Improvement

E

H

2.78-3.63

Highly Effective, Effective

E

E

2.45-3.44

Effective

E

D/NI

2.12-3.11

Effective, Needs Improvement

E

U

1.97-2.77

Effective, Needs Improvement

D/NI

H

2.12-2.96

Effective, Needs Improvement

D/NI

E

1.78-2.77

Effective, Needs Improvement

D/NI

D/NI

1.45-2.44

Needs Improvement

D/NI

U

1.30-2.11

Needs Improvement, *Unsatisfactory

U

H

1.82-2.29

Needs Improvement

U

E

1.48-2.11

Needs Improvement

U

D/NI

1.15-1.77

Needs Improvement, *Unsatisfactory

U

U

1.00-1.44

*Unsatisfactory

*An assistance plan is required if rated as Unsatisfactory.
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End of year meetings are scheduled with each administrator to complete a summative evaluation.
During this meeting, administrators share data related to students’ performance and instructional
staff’s effectiveness, strategies implemented throughout the year, and participate in conversation
about his/her performance related to the five (5) Citrus County Standards based on the Florida
Principal Leadership Standards.
2. Pursuant to section 1012.34(2)(e), F.S., the evaluation system for school administrators
must differentiate across four levels of performance. Using the district’s calculation
methods and cut scores described above in sections A – C, illustrate how an elementary
principal and a high school principal can earn a highly effective and an unsatisfactory
summative performance rating respectively.

Elementary Principal (Mrs. O’Brian)- Summative Evaluation- Highly Effective
A. Professional Standards
(Instructional Leadership - 67%)
The administrator’s supervisor utilized the evidence from the Administrative Observation
Instrument (see Appendix B) and the administrator’s reflection tool to give a rating for
each standard. Mrs. O’Brian received HE (4) in each of the 5 standards.
HE(4)
HE(4)
HE(4)
HE(4)
HE(4)

Standard 1:
Standard 2:
Standards :
Standard 4:
Standard 5:

E(3)
E(3)
E(3)
E(3)
E(3)

NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)

U( l )
U( l )
U (l )
U (l)
U (l)

So, when averaged, her Instructional Leadership Rating on her Summative Evaluation was
“Highly Effective”. (5 standards X 4) / 5 Standards = 4.00 (Highly Effective)
CITRUS COUNTY SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATOR SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Directions: This summative assessment reflects tnfcadrrmslrator's professorial growth and demonstrated achievement of meeting or not
meeting Citrus County Professional Standards, as wl s information on htS'her Deliberate Practice Plan and student achievement data It
will be completed and filed in the administrator's personal file.
Administrator:

^

Mrs. Paddy O' Brian

.

Date :

Position:

School /Department: ABC Elementary

A-

6/27/2019

Principal

STANDARDS
PROFESSIONAL
ea / s ; of development Ary area;s) designated as msadsfactcry must be

^.

COMMENTS: [ in tms section , note Highly etreitr e , effective inacawrs and o
ncted specifically ]

.

Mrs O'Brian is highly effective in all five professional standards
Evidence:

\

^

Standard 1: Facilitated the school's improvement plan process aSgnei
district's strategic goals; provided information
about the direction of the school at SAC and PTO meetings as it correlated
the school improvement plan
Standard 2: Provided staff with a variety of training and support to assist wimiincreasing student achievement; Created and
facilitated a monthly professional development book study targeting the
's academic focus of literacy across the
content areas and initiated monthly share-out sessions.
» amount of instructional time while
Standard 3: Created a master schedule that served as a district model increasii
meeting all state guidelines; Provided opportunities for teams collaboratively discuss Stta and instructional strategies.
Standard 4: Reviews data to make instructional changes within the school; Quarterly steff surveys to review and monitor
how teachers used resources and areas needing support
Standard 5: Served on district committees to help move the district forward with student an teacher assessments

^school
^

-

.

^

.

EVALUATION RATING fWcfifr Effecfve Effecflve Performance: Needs imFcovementtJevetopng ; Ursatfstactoryi:( HE) E / Nl or D/ U
First 3 >«ars ofemp’oymenr = Oeie/opinp* + yea's = Meeds Imprwement

A

B. Student Learning Growth/Achievement Data (Data Source- 33%)
In 2018-19, her elementary school’s instructional staff’s data source ratings were averaged
together to calculate the one-year School-wide Rating of 3.25 (Effective) for 2018-19.
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Teacher 1
Teacher 2

Grade
Level
1
3

Teacher 3

5

Teacher 4

Music

Teacher 5
Teacher 6
Teacher 7

1
2
4

Data Source Assessment

Growth Model

Data Source Rating

Citrus Assessments
FSA ELA & Math
FSA ELA & Math; Florida
Science Assessment
End-of-Term Final/Music
Exam
Citrus Assessments
Citrus Assessments
FSA ELA & Math

Model A1
Model A2

3.00 (E)
4.00 (HE)

Models B1 & C

3.65 (HE)

Model E

4.00 (HE)

Model A1
Model A1
Model A2

2.00 (NI)
4.00 (HE)
2.95 (E)

All teachers would be continued to be listed…
School-Wide Data Source Rating
(Sum of all teacher data source ratings) / (Total number of teachers)

3.25 (E)

Then, her 2018-19 rating was averaged with the two previous years’ School-wide Ratings
from the school(s) Mrs. O’Brian served as an administrator to formulate a 3-year data
source rating of 3.33 (Effective).
ABC Elementary School’s
School-Wide Rating
3.25
3.09
3.66

Year 3
Year 2
Year 1

3-Year Data Source Rating
3.33 (Effective)
(3.25 + 3.09 + 3.66) / 3

B - STUDENT LEARNING GROWTH/ACHIEVEMENT DATA
School-wide Rating was used

.

£

B - EVALUATION RATING fHlcfiN EfTeclWe, EfUecflve Performance; Nee36 lmFrD'<ementT)e etopng; Ursattetactory ): HE( E ) NI or D/ U
First 3 years afen Hoyment =
+ yea' s = Heels improvement

^

C. Overall Summative Evaluation Rating

CITRUS COUNTY SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATOR SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Directions: This summatwe assessment refects the administrator's professional growth and demonstrated achievement of meeting or not
meeting Citrus County Professional Standards, as well as information on htsiher Deliberate Practice Plan and student achievement d ata It
will be completed and filed in the administrator's personnel file

Mrs. O’Brian’s Overall Evaluation Rating is “Highly Effective”.

Administrator: Mrs. Paddy O'Brian

Date:

Position:

School/Department: ABC Elementary

6(27/2019

Principal

.

A - PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
COMMENTS: [in this section, note Highly etfectr e, effective tnacatcrs and or area(s|of development Any area s ) oeagnafed as insattstactory must be
noted spedtfcally ]

Her supervisor combined the HE (4) from Instructional
Leadership (67%) and the E (3.33) from Student Data (33%)
to assign an overall evaluation rating of “Highly Effective”
(3.78) based on the rating options in the matrix below.

:

.

.

Mrs O'Brian b highly effective in all five professional standards

1J Facilitated the school's improvement plan process aligned with district's strategic goals; provided information
about th |
in of the school at SAC and PTO meetings as it correlated to the school improvement plan
Standard 2t
ded staff with a variety of training and support to assist with increasing student achievement; Created and
facilitated a mol
professional development book study targeting the school's academic focus of literacy across the
content areas and
monthly share-out sessions.
Standard 3: Created a
schedule that served as a district model increasing the amount of instructional time while
meeting all state guidelines; httlded opportunities for teams colaboratively discuss data and instructional strategies.
tructional changes within the school; Quarterly staff surveys to review and monitor
Standard 4: Reviews data to
how teachers used resources and area
ng support
Standard 5: Served on district committe fcehelp move the district forward with student and teacher assessments

%

Ihb

inroad

. -^

.-

A EVALUATION RATING wans Elfectt b. Etfecove Perfcl
Fvsi 3 years or emobyrnenr = Deveopngv + yea s = Meeds .

Rating Areas
Range

67S
H

H

3.45-4.00

Highly Effective

H

E

3.12-3 81

Highly Effective, Effective

H

D/NI

H

U

E

H

E

E

E

D/NI

E

U

D/NI

H

D/NI

E

D/NI

D/NI

D/NI

U

U

H

U

E

u

D/NI

U

u

3aie

Superiors Signature

Overall Rating Options

Student
Data
33S

Instructional
Leadership

&27/2019

/ bntf CrCKteU

School-wide Rating was used

-

2.78-3.48

Highly Effective, Effective

2.45-3.44
2.12-3.11
1.97-2.77
2.12-2.96
1.78-2.77
1.45-2.44
1.30-2.11
1.82-2.29
1.48-2.11
1.15-1.77
1.00-1.44

Effective, Needs Improvement

2.78 3.63

Highly Effective, Effective

^

^^

-

D3te

Signature

'

EMENT DATA

Effective Perfwmance; Needs niFrovefnentDevetopngT
*.*+ yea
' s = weeds improvement
,

)NlorO/ U

ictory) : HE({ E

*

C - OVERALL EVALUATION

-

C OVERALL EVALUATION Hortv Effecfr/e Effective Performance Needs Imprcveniento eoplrg: Unsatisfactory
^
First 3 years of empoyment = Oevecpng a + yea's = Heels improvement

'

E / Nl or D/ U

'

-

D ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS (Optional)

-

an 52019

/Uwy C tetoeU
Superiors signature

Effective

Toddy O'Hrian

Sri52019

Administrator's Signature

D3te

|signature indKatee that a copy has bean provtoad to the administrator.)

Effective, Needs Improvement
Effective, Needs Improvement
Effective, Needs Improvement
Effective, Needs Improvement
Needs improvement

3.78 =

Needs improvement, Unsatisfactory

’

Needs improvement

2.68
(67% of 4.00)

Needs improvement

+

1.10
(33% of 3.33)

Needs improvement, Unsatisfactory

’

unsatisfactory

Effective Date: March 2018

-

d 27 2019

Taddy 0"Brian

B - STUDENT LEARNING

B EVALUATION RATING fHiohN Effect
First 3 years of employment = Oevecpng

2.30 3.15

»

c Needs mpnwementtfevenplng; urs3tlsi3ctoi (HE) E / Nl or 0/ U
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School Administrator Evaluation System
Elementary Principal (Mrs. O’Brian)- Summative Evaluation- Unsatisfactory
A. Professional Standards
(Instructional Leadership - 67%)
The administrator’s supervisor utilized the evidence from the Administrative Observation
Instrument (see Appendix B) and the administrator’s reflection tool to give a rating for
each standard. Mrs. O’Brian received the following in each of the 5 standards.
E(3)
E(3)
E(3)
E(3)
E(3)

HE(4)
HE(4)
HE(4)
HE(4)
HE(4)

Standard 1
Standard!
Standard 3
Standard 4
Standard 5

NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)

U( l )
U( l )
U ( l)
U (l)
U ( l)

So, when averaged, her Instructional Leadership Rating on her Summative Evaluation was
“Unsatisfactory”. (2+1+2+1+1) / 5 Standards = 1.4 (Unsatisfactory)

CITRUS COUNTY SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATOR SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Directions: This summatrve assessment reflects the administrator's professional growth and demonstrated achievement of meeting or not
meeting Citrus County Professional Standards, as well as information on his<her Deliberate Practice Plan and studelt achievement data It
will be competed and filed in the administrator's personnel file
Administrator: Mrs. Paddy O'Brian

School/Department: ABC Elementary

.

Date:

Position:

1/27/2019

Principal

A - PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

1

COMMENTS: [in tms section, note Highly etrectt e, effecove indcators and 'or areaiS; of development Any areas: aeagnated as unsfcsfactcry must be
nctec specifically ]
1

.

Mrs O'Brian is unsatisfactory in three of the five professional standards (2, 4, 5) and needs improvemeniin two of
the standards (1 & 3)
Evidence:
1

1

1

Standard 1: PTO member
Standard 2: Did not attend professional development or assist in school- wide book study
1
Standard 3: Assisted with master schedule
1
Standard 4: Reliant on district staff to interpret data; instructional derisions did not alter due to progress modtoring data
”
Standard 5: Not observed

.’ .

-

.

£

"

A EVALUATION RATING imchN Effectf e, Effective Performance: Needs rniprov’ement'De' 'etoping: Unsatisfactory): HE / E / Nl or D U
FYs: 3 years ofempto }menr = Oeve opnga + yean = Meecte A'wc ve're'ir

’

^

)

B. Student Learning Growth/Achievement Data (Data Source- 33%)
In 2018-19, her elementary school’s instructional staff’s data source ratings were averaged
together to calculate the one-year School-wide Rating of 1.75 (Needs Improvement) for
2018-19.

Teacher 1
Teacher 2

Grade
Level
1
3

Teacher 3

5

Teacher 4

Music

Teacher 5
Teacher 6
Teacher 7

1
2
4

Data Source Assessment

Growth Model

Data Source Rating

Citrus Assessments
FSA ELA & Math
FSA ELA & Math; Florida
Science Assessment
End-of-Term Final/Music
Exam
Citrus Assessments
Citrus Assessments
FSA ELA & Math

Model A1
Model A2

2.00 (NI)
1.10 (U)

Models B1 & C

1.64 (NI)

Model E

3.00 (E)

Model A1
Model A1
Model A2

1.00 (U)
2.00 (NI)
2.50 (E)

All teachers would be continued to be listed…
School-Wide Data Source Rating
(Sum of all teacher data source ratings) / (Total number of teachers)

1.75 (NI)
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FORM AEST-2018

School Administrator Evaluation System

Then, her 2018-19 rating was averaged with the two previous years’ School-wide Ratings
from the school(s) Mrs. O’Brian served as an administrator to formulate a 3-year data
source rating of 3.33 (Effective).
ABC Elementary School’s
School-Wide Rating
1.75
1.25
1.15

Year 3
Year 2
Year 1

3-Year Data Source Rating
1.38 (Unsatisfactory)
(1.75 + 1.25 + 1.15) / 3

B - STUDENT LEARNING GROWTH / ACHIEVEMENT DATA

School-wide Rating was used

.

.

B - EVALUATION RATIMG fHichfr Effective Effective Pemomgnce; NEeds nnpnwBmentl3evelap ng; Ursattefectory): HE / E / Ni or
F Ysr 3 js»ra of SrTiEtfOfTTiei'ir = Dev&opin&'4 + ysar£ = teeaPs Anprove/re.nr

.

^-

^

C. Overall Summative Evaluation Rating
Mrs. O’Brian’s Overall Evaluation Rating is “Unsatisfactory”.
Her supervisor combined the U (1.4) from Instructional
Leadership (67%) and the U (1.38) from Student Data (33%)
to assign an overall evaluation rating of “Unsatisfactory”
(1.40) based on the rating options in the matrix below.

CITRUS COUNTY SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATOR SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Directions: This summatrve assessn-ent reflects the adrrmistrator’s professional growth and demonstrated achievement of meeting or not
meeting Citrus County Professional Standards, as well as information on hsher Deliberate Practice Plan and student achievement data It
will be compfeted and filed in the administrator's personnel fJe.
wbninistrator :

Date:

Mrs. Paddy O' Brian

partment: ABC Elementary

Scl

COMMENTS:[in ml
ncteo specifically ]

Position:

6/ 27/2019

Principal

A - PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

note nighty errectve. eiTecsve indicator;ard or area(s) or Development.Any areafs) oesignatea as unsattstadory must be

Mrs. O'Brian is unsatisfa
the standards (1& 3)

^

in three of the five professional standards (2, 4, 5) and needs improvement in two of

Evidence:
Standard 1: PTO member

^

Standard 2: Did not attend professional de
Standard 3: Assisted with master schedule

boment or assist in school-wide book study

^

Standard 4: Reliant on district staff to interpret dat tjostructional decisions did not alter due to progress monitoring data
Standard 5: Not observed

-

.

A EVALUATION RATING iHlcnh EffKtve Effective Performance ; Neeas
Fm 3 years o embOyrier r = OevMpnpM + yea's = Needs /memefrent

Rating Areas
Instructional
Leadership
67S

Student
Data
33S

Range

H

H

3.45-4.00

E

3.12-3 81

Highly Effective, Effective

D/NI

Highly Effective, Effective

H

U

E

H

E

E

2.30-3.15
2.78-3 63
2.45-3.44

E

D/NI

2.12-3.11

Effective, Needs improvement

2.78 3.48

Dale

School-wide Rating was used

'

C - OVERALL EVALUATION

-

U

1.97 2.77

Effective, Needs improvement

D/NI

E

D/NI

D/NI

1.78-2.77
1.45-2 44

Effective, Needs Improvement

2.12 2.96

D/NI

U

1.30-2.11

Needs improvement, •Unsatisfactory

U

H

1.32-2.29

Needs improvement

U

E

Needs improvement

u

D/ NI

U

u

1.15-1.77
1.00-1.44

cdD

Nl or

*

9/1512019

C-tctoell
Superiors Signature

TacCcCy O'Brian

-

Aan nsralc "; Slgrat. e
Date
{ signature macatee that a copy nas been provided to the administrator.)

Effective, Needs improvement

Needs improvement

1.40 =

0.94
(67% of 1.4)

Needs improvement, •unsatisfactory

+

0.46
(33% of 1.38)

•Unsatisfactory
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Effective Date: March 2018

E / Nl or

D - ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS ( Optional)

Effective

H

Date

jre

.

Effective, Needs Improvement

E

627:2019

nan
A 3nhl»*r3icT 5

C OVERALL EVALUATION HlaNv Effective Elective Performance Needs ImprcvementDeveiopIrg; Unsare/actcry ): HE / E /
Firs 3 years of employment = Oevftepmg + yea's = Meeds Improvement

Highly Effective, Effective

D/NI

1.43 2.11

6i27:2019

Superiors Sgnatjre

~
£ )

eiDprg: Unsatisfactory): HE / E / Nl or D U

B - EVALUATION RATING fHIchh Effestt e, Effective Perfcrmance ; Neeas ImprovementOeveloprg: Unsatisfactory):
mrst 3 years o employment = Oeve/cphg« + yea's = Meeds mpmement

Highly Effective

H

/twry CfCtoell

.errenme.

B - STUDENT LEARNING GROWTH/ACHIEVEMEfnbDATA

Overall Rating Options

H

'

SBR 6A-5.030

FORM AEST-2018

9/15/2019

Date

School Administrator Evaluation System
High School Principal (Mr. Jones)- Summative Evaluation- Highly Effective
A. Professional Standards
(Instructional Leadership - 67%)
The administrator’s supervisor utilized the evidence from the Administrative Observation
Instrument (see Appendix B) and the administrator’s reflection tool to give a rating for
each standard. Mr. Jones received HE (4) in each of the 5 standards.
Standard 1:
Standard 2:
Standard 3:
Standard 4:
Standard 5:

HE(4)
HE( 4)
HE(4)
HE(4)
HE( 4)

E(3)
E(3)
E(3)
E(3)
E(3)

NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)

U(l )
U( l )
U (l)
U ( l)
U (l )

So, when averaged, his Instructional Leadership Rating on his Summative Evaluation was
“Highly Effective”. (5 standards X 4) / 5 Standards = 4.00 (Highly Effective)
CITRUS COUNTY SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATOR SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Directions: This summatwe assessment reflects the administrator's professional growth and demonstrated achievement of
meeting Citrus County Professional Standards. 3S well as information on hs 'her Deliberate Pr3ctce Plan and student actvev
will be competed and filed in the administrator’s personnel file
Administrator:

Date:

Mr. Jones

School/Department:

ABC High School

.

Position:

Principal

A - PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

_

It

6/27/1019

COMMENTS: [in mis secttcn . rote nighiy etrectt * effective macawrs and or area(s) of oeveoprrent Any areas) aesgnateo as
nctea specifically.]

.

ng or not
it data

njstte

.

Mr ifine5 ia highly effective in all five professional standards
Evidence:

a

Standard 1: Facilitated the school's improvement plan process aligned with district's strategic goals; Provided information
about the direction of the school at SAC and PTO meetings as it correlated to the school improvement Alan
Standard 2: Provided staff with a variety of training and support to assist with increasing student ach
ent; Created and
facilitated a monthly professional development book study targeting the school's academic focu# of literacy across the
content areas and initiated monthly share-out sessions.
Standard 3: Created a master schedule that served as a district model increasing the amount instructional time while
meeting all state guidelines; Provided opportunities for teams collaboratively discuss data and ins ictional strategies
Standard 4: Reviews data to make instructional changes within the school; Quarterly staff surv s to review and monitor
how teachers used resources and areas needing support
Standard S: Served on district committees to help move the district forward with student and tej
assessments
,

-

.

.

.

A EVALUATION RATING fHlcwv Effeatr 'e . Eftecfive Performance : Neeas mpcc' errent'Oe 'eiapng : Ursattsfactoiy ) ( HEjl E I Nl
Fitsf 3 i ears or employment OevettpfipM + yea's Heels improvement

-

=

=

or D/ U

B. Student Learning Growth/Achievement Data (Data Source- 33%)
In 2018-19, his high school’s instructional staff’s data source ratings were averaged
together to calculate the one-year School-wide Rating of 3.41 (Effective) for 2018-19.

Teacher 1
Teacher 2

Teacher 3
Teacher 4
Teacher 5
Teacher 6
Teacher 7

Course(s)
Taught
English 1
Pre-Calculus;
Algebra 1
Band; Chorus
US History;
World History
English 2;
English 3
Biology;
Access Biology
Culinary

Data Source Assessment

Growth Model

Data Source Rating

FSA ELA
End-of-Term Assessment;
FSA Algebra EOC
End-of-Term Assessment
US History EOC; End-ofTerm Assessment
FSA ELA; End-of-Term
Assessment
Biology EOC; FSAA Biology
EOC
Industry Certification

Model B1

4.00 (HE)

Models D & C

3.12 (E)

Model D

3.65 (HE)

Models C & D

3.80 (HE)

Models B1 & D

2.00 (NI)

Model C

3.85 (HE)

Model F

2.95 (E)

All teachers would be continued to be listed…
School-Wide Data Source Rating
(Sum of all teacher data source ratings) / (Total number of teachers)

3.41 (E)

33
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School Administrator Evaluation System
Then, his 2018-19 rating was averaged with the two previous years’ School-wide Ratings
from the school(s) Mr. Jones served as an administrator to formulate a 3-year data source
rating of 3.36 (Effective).
ABC High School’s
School-Wide Data Rating
3.41
3.67
3.00

Year 3
Year 2
Year 1

3-Year Data Source Rating
3.36 (Effective)
(3.41 + 3.67 + 3.00) / 3

B - STUDENT LEARNING GROWTH/ACHIEVEMENT DATA

School-wide Rating was used

. .

B - EVALUATION RATING I'Hlchh EffectNe, Elective Performance; Nee36 imFro' errent'De etapng; Unsatisfactory):
Firsr 3 ears of ematyroenr = DevetopngM + yea's ~ Meed Jipnmemenf

>

*

^

HEQ EJ Nl or D/ U

C. Overall Summative Evaluation Rating
Mr. Jones’ Overall Evaluation Rating is “Highly Effective”.

CITRUS COUNTY SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATOR SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Directions: This summatwe assessment reflects the administrator's professional growth and demonstrated achievement of meeting or not
meeting Citrus County Professional Standards, as well as information on heftier Deliberate Practice Plan and student achievement data It
will be completed and filed In the administrator's personnel file

His supervisor combined the HE (4) from Instructional
^
Leadership (67%) and the E (3.36) from Student Data (33%)
.
to assign an overall evaluation rating of “Highly Effective”
(3.79) based on the rating options in the matrix below.

Administrator:

Date:

Mr. Jones

chool .'Department: ABC High School

Position:

6/ 27/2019

Principal

A - PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
rs:pn crus seeder , note nighty effeeffre . effective macaurs ard or areals ; of deveepment Any area;si designated as uisansraetcry must he

.

Mr Jones isikehly effective in all five professional standards
Evidence:

Standard 1: Fa
. the school's improvement plan process aligned with district's strategic goals; provided informatio
about the direction of tJl chool at SAC and PTO meetings as it correlated to the school improvement plan
Standard 2: Provided stafflkth a variety of training and support to assist with increasing student achievement; Created and
facilitated a monthly profess?
development book study targeting the school's academic focus of literacy across the
content areas and initiated mo
Standard 3: Created a master schefl te that served as a district model increasing the amount of instructional time while
ities for teams collaboratively discuss data and instructional strategies.
meeting all state guidelines; Provided op
Standard 4: Reviews data to make instrud oal changes within the school; Quarterly staff surveys to review and monitor
how teachers used resources and areas needin upport
Standard S: Served on district committees to help n ye the district forward with student and teacher assessments

^

^

^

Rating Areas
Instructional

Student

Leadership
67X

Data
33S

.*

^^

A - EVALUATION RATING rmenry Eftear . Effective Performance ; RI
Firs: 3 ear3 or employment = Dev&opn&d + yea s = He&te impto/ eme
'

>

Overall Rating Options

Range

mfrcvementoevelciwg; Ursansfaclory):(HE) E / Nl or D/ U

&27/2C19

/Wy C-tCmeU

6127/2019

Tones
A3m

Date

B - STUDENT LEARNING GROW/TH//

-

Highly Effective

-

Highly Effective, Effective

H

H

3.45 4.00

H

E

3.12 3.81

H

D/ NI

2.78-3.48

Highly Effective, Effective

H

U

2.30 3.15

Effective, Needs improvement

School-wide Rating was used

^

E

H

2.78-3.63

E

E

2.45 3.44

Effective

E

D/ NI

2.12-3.11

Effective, Needs improvement

E

U

1.97-2-77

Effective, Needs Improvement

D/NI

H

2.12-2.96

Effective, Needs Improvement

D/NI

E

1.78 2.77

-

Effective, Needs Improvement

D/NI

D/NI

1.45-2.44

Needs Improvement

D/NI

U

1.30-2.11

Needs improvement, Unsatisfactory

U

H

1.82-2.29

Needs improvement

U

E

Needs improvement

U

D/NI

U

U

1.15-1.77
1.00-1.44

-

1.48 2.11

^

-

H

F,w 3 years or emjyoymenr = Oeve/opng s + yea s = needs Impmremeiit

1

-

.

C OVERALL EVALUATION marry Effective Enecitre Petfcrmance; Needs ImpravementDeveioptng; Unsacsractcry
”
FYs; 3 years or errtpoymenr = Oeveopmg/4 + yeai = needs Mproyemenf

^

HE)/ E / Nl or D/ U

D - ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS ( Optional )

Highly Effective, Effective

_

:- P= r . ;o' s Signature

Needs Improvement, •Unsatisfactory

Unsatisfactory

3.79 =

.

9/15»2019

/Wy Cremell

9/15)2019

M Jones

Dale
Admnisiratcrs Signature
( Signature Indtcatei that a copy haa been provided to the administrator.)

2.68
(67% of 4.00)

+

1.11
(33% of 3.33)
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FORM AEST-2018

Date

School Administrator Evaluation System
High School Principal (Mr. Jones)- Summative Evaluation- Unsatisfactory
A. Professional Standards
(Instructional Leadership - 67%)
The administrator’s supervisor utilized the evidence from the Administrative Observation
Instrument (see Appendix B) and the administrator’s reflection tool to give a rating for
each standard. Mr. Jones received the following in each of the 5 standards.
HE(4)
HE(4)
HE(4)
HE(4)
HE(4)

Standard 1
Standard!
Standard 3
Standard 4
Standard 5

E(3)
E(3)
E(3)
E(3)
E(3)

NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)
NI(2)

U( l )
U( l )
U ( l)
U (l)
U ( l)

So, when averaged, his Instructional Leadership Rating on his Summative Evaluation was
“Unsatisfactory”. (2+1+2+1+1) / 5 Standards = 1.4 (Unsatisfactory)

CITRUS COUNTY SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATOR SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Directions: This summatwe assessment reflects the administrator's professional growth and demonstrated ashieverlent of meeting or not
meeting Citrus County Professional Standards, as well as information on hts>her Deliberate Practice Plan and studennachievement data It
will be competed and filed in the administrator's personnel file

Administrator: Mr . M. Jones

Date:

School/Department: ABC High School

..

Position:

6B7/2019

Principal

A - PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

COMMENT S: [in trite section, note nighty etrectf e effective Indcators ancLcr areais ; of development Any areals) designated as insal
ncted specifically ]

must te

.

Mr Jones is unsatisfactory in three of the five professional standards (2, 4, S) and needs improvement in two of the
standards (1 & 3)
1
Evidence:
1
Standard 1: PTO member
1
Standard 2: Did not attend professional development or assist in school- wide book study
1
Standard 3: Assisted with master schedule
1
Standard 4: Reliant on district staff to interpret data; instructional decisions did not alter due to progress monrAring data
Standard 5: Not observed
T

.-

..

.

^

A EVALUATION RATING fHlchV Effect! Effective Performance; Neeas mprD eirent'De elDpng: Ur satisfactory): HE / E / Nl or D&JJ
*
Firsf 3 years at employment = Oev& cyjng 'u 4 yea's = Meeds Improvement

-

’

)

B. Student Learning Growth/Achievement Data (Data Source- 33%)
In 2018-19, his high school’s instructional staff’s data source ratings were averaged
together to calculate the one-year School-wide Rating of 1.30 (Unsatisfactory).
Teacher 1
Teacher 2

Teacher 3
Teacher 4
Teacher 5
Teacher 6
Teacher 7

Course(s)
Taught
English 1
Pre-Calculus;
Algebra 1
Band; Chorus
US History;
World History
English 2;
English 3
Biology;
Access Biology
Culinary

Data Source Assessment

Growth Model

Data Source Rating

FSA ELA
End-of-Term Assessment;
FSA Algebra EOC
End-of-Term Assessment
US History EOC; End-ofTerm Assessment
FSA ELA; End-of-Term
Assessment
Biology EOC; FSAA Biology
EOC
Industry Certification

Model B1

1.00 (U)

Models D & C

2.12 (NI)

Model D

3.55 (HE)

Models C & D

2.75 (E)

Models B1 & D

1.40 (U)

Model C

1.62 (NI)

Model F

2.95 (E)

All teachers would be continued to be listed…
School-Wide Data Source Rating
(Sum of all teacher data source ratings) / (Total number of teachers)

1.30 (U)
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Then, her 2018-19 rating was averaged with the two previous years’ School-wide Ratings
from the school(s) Mrs. O’Brian served as an administrator to formulate a 3-year data
source rating of 3.33 (Effective).
ABC Elementary School’s
School-Wide Rating
1.30
2.00
1.00

Year 3
Year 2
Year 1

3-Year Data Source Rating
1.43 (Unsatisfactory)
(1.30 + 2.00 + 1.00) / 3

B - STUDENT LEARNING GRDWTHJ'ACHIEVEMENT DATA

SdiDDl wide Rating was used
-

.

B - EVALUATION RATIMG fHlchfr OTecUve Effective Perflofmanoe; NEeas UnpnwemEfiHJeiaapfng; Ursatoiactoryl : HE i E / Nl or
Rrsf 3 L cc-r;of emptaj/ment = Developing + j/sar5 = Neels Improvement

-

C. Overall Summative Evaluation Rating
Mr. Jones’ Overall Evaluation Rating is “Unsatisfactory”.
His supervisor combined the U (1.4) from Instructional
Leadership (67%) and the U (1.43) from Student Data (33%)
to assign an overall evaluation rating of “Unsatisfactory”
(1.41) based on the rating options in the matrix below.

CITRUS COUNTY SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATOR SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Directions: This summatwe assessment reflects the administrator's professional growth and demonstrated achievement of meeting or not
meeting Citrus County Professional Standards, as well as information on halier Deliberate Practice Plan and student achievement data It
will be completed and filed in the administrator's personnel fie.

^Administrator:
Sent

Mr. M. Jones

•partment:

Date:
Position:

ABC High School

.

^

6/27/2019

Principal

A - PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

COMMENTS:[
fcseciicn note nigwy etlKa e, effective inacatore anawareafs) of development Any areals) Designated as insaostaacrv must be
noted specifically ]

.

Mr Jones is unsal
standards (1& 3)
Evidence:

in three of the five professional standards ( 2, 4,5) and needs improvement in two of the

Standard 1: PTO member
Standard 2:Did not attend professional o elopment or assist in school-wide book study
Standard 3: Assisted with master schedule

^

Standard 4: Reliant on district staff to interpret dS cinstructional decisions did not alter due to progress monitoring data
Standard 5: Not observed
')
A - EVALUATION RATING fHIcrth Effectr e. Effecdve Pertcrmance: Needl
vementnevetopng; Unsatisfactory): HE / E / Nl or p
Fwt 3 years of empeymenr - Developing/ + yea s = /reeds impto/event

^

. -

£ij

*

(wry

/

CtCmeU

Superiors Signature

Rating Areas

.

6(27/2019

M

Date

Admnistr;

6 27.2019

' '

Is

Student
Data
33S

Range

H

H

3.45-4.00

Highly Effective

H

E

3.12-3.81

Highly Effective, Effective

H

D/ NI

2.30-3.15
2.78-3.63
2.45-3.44

Highly Effective, Effective

DATA

School- wide Rating was used

Overall Rating Options

Instructional
Leadership
67S

Date

iture

B - STUDENT LEARNING GROWTH/ACHIEVEI

«

. .

.-

-

B EVALUATION RATING fHlsfif Effew e , Effecdve Pertcnnance: Needs improvementDeveKipng; Unsatisfactory?
F t 3 years of employment = Oevetpngrr + yea's = /reeds mprove/nenf

2.78 3.48

U

E

H

E

E

E

D/NI

2.12-3.11

Effective, Needs Improvement

E

U

Effective, Needs Improvement

D/NI

H

D/NI

E

D/NI

D/NI

D/NI

U

2.12-2.96
1.78-2.77
1.45-2.44
1.30-2.11

u

H

1.82-2.29

Needs improvement

U

E

Needs improvement

u

D/ NI

U

U

1.15-1.77
1.00-1.44

1.97 2.77

1.48 2.11

^

C - OVERALL EVALUATION

C OVERALL EVALUATION HQI lv Effective, Elective Pertcnnance Needs ImprovementDeveloping; Unsatisfactory; HE / E /
F rsr 3 years of employment = OevabpftgM yea's = /reeds rmproreroif

9/1M019

/tirry C-teuxdL

Highly Effective, Effective

Supervisors Signature

Effective

M. Jones

9(1512019

-

Adrtnistraicrs signatu e

Date

( Signature Indicates that a copy has been provided to the administrator.)

Effective, Needs Improvement
Effective, Needs improvement

Needs Improvement

Needs improvement, "Unsatisfactory

1.41 =

0.94
(67% of 1.4)

Needs improvement, "unsatisfactory

+

0.47
(33% of 1.43)

"Unsatisfactory
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Appendix A – Evaluation Framework Crosswalk
In Appendix A, the district shall include a crosswalk of the district's evaluation framework to each of the
Florida Principal Leadership Standards (FPLSs).

Alignment to the Florida Principal Leadership Standards
Practice

Evaluation Indicators

Domain 1: Student Achievement
1. Student Learning Results
Effective school leaders achieve results on the school’s student learning goals.
a. The school’s learning goals are based on the state’s adopted student academic
standards and the district’s adopted curricula; and,
b. Student learning results are evidenced by the student performance and growth on
statewide assessments; district-determined assessments that are implemented by the
district under Section 1008.22, F.S.; international assessments; and other indicators of
student success adopted by the district and state.

Standard 1

Standard 4

2. Student Learning as a Priority
Effective school leaders demonstrate that student learning is their top priority through leadership actions that build and
support a learning organization focused on student success.
a. Enables faculty and staff to work as a system focused on student learning;
Standard 1
b. Maintains a school climate that supports student engagement in learning;

Standard 1

c. Generates high expectations for learning growth by all students; and,
d. Engages faculty and staff in efforts to close learning performance gaps among student
subgroups within the school.

Standard 1
Standard 4

Domain 2: Instructional Leadership
3. Instructional Plan Implementation
Effective school leaders work collaboratively to develop and implement an instructional framework that aligns curriculum and
state standards, effective instructional practices, student learning needs and assessments.
a. Implements the Florida Educator Accomplished Practices as described in Rule 6A5.065, F.A.C., through a common language of instruction;
b. Engages in data analysis for instructional planning and improvement;
c. Communicates the relationships among academic standards, effective instruction, and
student performance;
d. Implements the district’s adopted curricula and state’s adopted academic standards in a
manner that is rigorous and culturally relevant to the students and school; and,
e. Ensures the appropriate use of high quality formative and interim assessments aligned
with the adopted standards and curricula.

Standard 2
Standard 2
Standard 5
Standard 2
Standard 4

4. Faculty Development
Effective school leaders recruit, retain and develop an effective and diverse faculty and staff.
a. Generates a focus on student and professional learning in the school that is clearly
linked to the system-wide strategic objectives and the school improvement plan;
b. Evaluates, monitors, and provides timely feedback to faculty on the effectiveness of
instruction;
c. Employs a faculty with the instructional proficiencies needed for the school population
served;
d. Identifies faculty instructional proficiency needs, including standards-based content,
research-based pedagogy, data analysis for instructional planning and improvement,
and the use of instructional technology;

Standard 5
Standard 4
Standard 2
Standard 2
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Alignment to the Florida Principal Leadership Standards
Practice

Evaluation Indicators

e. Implements professional learning that enables faculty to deliver culturally relevant and
differentiated instruction; and,
f. Provides resources and time and engages faculty in effective individual and
collaborative professional learning throughout the school year.

Standard 2
Standard 3

5. Learning Environment
Effective school leaders structure and monitor a school learning environment that improves learning for all of Florida’s
diverse student population.
a. Maintains a safe, respectful and inclusive student-centered learning environment that
is focused on equitable opportunities for learning and building a foundation for a
Standard 1
fulfilling life in a democratic society and global economy;
b. Recognizes and uses diversity as an asset in the development and implementation of
Standard 1
procedures and practices that motivate all students and improve student learning;
c. Promotes school and classroom practices that validate and value similarities and
Standard 1
differences among students;
d. Provides recurring monitoring and feedback on the quality of the learning
Standard 4
environment;
e. Initiates and supports continuous improvement processes focused on the students’
Standard 4
opportunities for success and well-being; and,
f. Engages faculty in recognizing and understanding cultural and developmental issues
related to student learning by identifying and addressing strategies to minimize and/or
Standard 2
eliminate achievement gaps.

Domain 3: Organizational Leadership
6. Decision Making
Effective school leaders employ and monitor a decision-making process that is based on vision, mission and improvement
priorities using facts and data.
a. Gives priority attention to decisions that impact the quality of student learning and
Standard 5
teacher proficiency;
b. Uses critical thinking and problem-solving techniques to define problems and identify
Standard 5
solutions;
c. Evaluates decisions for effectiveness, equity, intended and actual outcome;
Standard 5
implements follow-up actions; and revises as needed;
d. Empowers others and distributes leadership when appropriate; and,
Standard 5
e. Uses effective technology integration to enhance decision making and efficiency
Standard 3
throughout the school.

7. Leadership Development
Effective school leaders actively cultivate, support, and develop other leaders within the organization.
a. Identifies and cultivates potential and emerging leaders;

Standard 5

b. Provides evidence of delegation and trust in subordinate leaders;

Standard 5

c. Plans for succession management in key positions;
d. Promotes teacher-leadership functions focused on instructional proficiency and student
learning; and,
e. Develops sustainable and supportive relationships between school leaders, parents,
community, higher education and business leaders.

Standard 5
Standard 5
Standard 1

8. School Management
Effective school leaders manage the organization, operations, and facilities in ways that maximize the use of resources to
promote a safe, efficient, legal, and effective learning environment.
a. Organizes time, tasks and projects effectively with clear objectives and coherent plans;
Standard 3
b. Establishes appropriate deadlines for him/herself and the entire organization;

Standard 5
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Alignment to the Florida Principal Leadership Standards
Practice

Evaluation Indicators

c. Manages schedules, delegates, and allocates resources to promote collegial efforts in
school improvement and faculty development; and,
d. Is fiscally responsible and maximizes the impact of fiscal resources on instructional
priorities.

Standard 3
Standard 5

9. Communication
Effective school leaders practice two-way communications and use appropriate oral, written, and electronic communication
and collaboration skills to accomplish school and system goals by building and maintaining relationships with students,
faculty, parents, and community.
a. Actively listens to and learns from students, staff, parents, and community
Standard 1
stakeholders;
b. Recognizes individuals for effective performance;
Standard 5
c. Communicates student expectations and performance information to students, parents,
Standard 1
and community;
d. Maintains high visibility at school and in the community and regularly engages
Standard 5
stakeholders in the work of the school;
e. Creates opportunities within the school to engage students, faculty, parents, and
Standard 3
community stakeholders in constructive conversations about important school issues.
f. Utilizes appropriate technologies for communication and collaboration; and,
Standard 3
g. Ensures faculty receives timely information about student learning requirements,
academic standards, and all other local state and federal administrative requirements
and decisions.

Standard 3

Domain 4: Professional and Ethical Behavior
10. Professional and Ethical Behavior
Effective school leaders demonstrate personal and professional behaviors consistent with quality practices in education and as
a community leader.
a. Adheres to the Code of Ethics and the Principles of Professional Conduct for the
Standard 1
Education Profession in Florida, pursuant to Rules 6A-10.080 and 6A-10.081, F.A.C.;
b. Demonstrates resiliency by staying focused on the school vision and reacting
constructively to the barriers to success that include disagreement and dissent with
Standard 1
leadership;
c. Demonstrates a commitment to the success of all students, identifying barriers and
Standard 1
their impact on the well-being of the school, families, and local community;
d. Engages in professional learning that improves professional practice in alignment with
Standard 5
the needs of the school system;
e. Demonstrates willingness to admit error and learn from it; and,
Standard 5
f. Demonstrates explicit improvement in specific performance areas based on previous
Standard 4
evaluations and formative feedback.
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Appendix B – Observation Instruments for School Administrators
In Appendix B, the district shall include the observation rubric(s) to be used for collecting instructional
leadership data for school administrators.

CFTRU 5 COUNTY SCHOOLS AD MINI STFLATOR OBSERVATION IN STRUM ENT
NAME;

SCHOOL:

.

OBSERVATION DATEMIME:

LEVEL:
JUT

-

A U1IU. I IMS: Ht i gHy EJTtaci

.

t

-^

h

ieua

-

a i “i

—— —
-

i
|

OBSERVER:
a

_-

--

CUMULATIVE RATINGS TO DATE

-

= -

J n : r" j ::

..

,

,

STANDARD 1; The school administrdtxir is knbwl£dp£ & blt! Of., supports prOmObis And models the beliefs shared
vi Siun Snd mlSsid- n add- p-ted by the Citrus Cuunty Stbirfd District
I,n SI R «:

HE

E

Nl

J

COMMENT 3 iQU E STION -3,' S UG E STIONIMUPPORTINQ EVIDENCE:

STANDARD 2 ; ThesClwiOl administrate understandsand facilitates the design and delivery Cf
th&t meets the needs &F students, parents, ichfrtil system, and immunity

.

Cvail 5Lin:

~2

ME

E,

N

fenijvw9tsdge wi?rk

J

-

IC MMENT 3 TQUE. -STIONSt'fUG E STION Si1 E UPPQRTIN 3 EVIDENCE:

STAINDAIRID 3 ; The sChuul administrator manages Hie riatiurCta; of trie , people , sp>sr_ e , infurmatiuni
materi a I s / financeS.- and tethntilGgY in nrder n enhance the quality Of the work provided to
Students and staff
Cvail 5Lin:

~Z

ME

E,

^

^

.

,

.

N

.

IC MMENT 3 iQUE STION -3 ' 9 UG 0 E STION ST E UPPQHTINO EVIDENCE:

STANDARD 4 ; The school administrator trmb'nucHJaly monitors and communicates the extent tn which students
and staff are engaging in the work, persisting in the work, and experiendrg satisfaction m the
priori nits Of the wOck, and modifies the work accordingly

- = -=

= C MMENT a.QUEJTION 3 SUGGE STION S SUPPORTING EVIDENCE:

Ovarii 5:i

a

4 Rilri;

ME

E

,

h£

.

J

1

/

*

.

STANDARD 5 : The sChOal administnatur is A leader <sf leaders
G

=

5Lan:a * S

HE

S,

Ml

J

.

OC MMENT 3 iQU E STION 3 / SUGGE STION S ' S UPPORTING EVIDENCE:

Administrator’! Signature :

Date :

SuperviHn’9 Signature:

Date:
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Citrus County Schools Administrator Standards and Florida Principal Leadership Indicators Rubric
Standard 1:

The school administrator is knowledgeable of, supports, promotes and models the beliefs, shared vision and mission adopted by the
Citrus County School District.

The School Administrator.
Highly

Indicator

.
.
1.2.C
2.5.A

1.2 A
1.2 B

.
2.5.C
3.7.E

2.5 B

.
3.9.C
4.10.A
4.10.B
4.10.C
3.9 A

Needs

Effective

Enables faculty and staff to work as a system focused on student learning.
Maintains a school climate that supports student engagement in learning.
Generates high expectations for learning growth by all students.
Maintains a safe, respectful and inclusive student-centered learning environment that is focused on
equitable opportunities for learning and building a foundation for a fulfilling life in a democratic
society and global economy

Effective

:

::

Improvement

::

Unsatisfactory

::

.

Recognizes and uses diversity as an asset in the development and implementation of procedures and
practices that motivate all students and improve student learning.
Promotes school and classroom practices that validate and value similarities and differences among

students.

Develops sustainable and supportive relationships between school leaders, parents, community,
higher education and business leaders.

.

Actively listens to and learns from students, staff, parents, and community stakeholders
Communicates student expectations and performance information to students, parents, and
community.

Adheres to the Code of Ethics and the Principles of Professional Conduct for the Education
Profession in Florida, pursuant to Rules 6B-1.001 and 6B-1.006, F.A.C

.

Demonstrates resiliency by staying focused on the school vision and reacting constructively to the

barriers to success that include disagreement and dissent with leadership.

Demonstrates a commitment to the success of all students, identifying barriers and their impact on
the well- being of the school, families, and local community.

Rating Rubric
Highly Effective:

Effective:

Needs Improvement:

Unsatisfactory:

Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this
indicator exceed effective levels
and constitute models of
proficiency for other leaders.

Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this

Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this

indicator are sufficient and
appropriate reflections of quality
work with only normal variations

indicator are evident but are
inconsistent or of insufficient
scope of proficiency.

Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this
indicator are minimal or are not
occurring, or are having an

Standard 2:

.

adverse impact.

The school administrator understands and facilitates the design and delivery of knowledge work that meets the needs of students,
parents, school system, and community.

The School Administrator.

..
.

2.3 A

.

2.3 D

.

2.4 A

.

2.4 E

.

2.5 F

Needs

Highly

Indicator
ll A

Effective

Effective

Improvement

L nsatif'BCtnry

Develops the school's learning goals based on the states adopted student academic standards and
the districts adopted curricula.

.

implements the Florida Educator Accomplished Practices as described in Rule 6A-5.065, F.A.C
through a common language of instruction.

implements the district's adopted curricula and state's adopted academic standards in a manner
that is rigorous and culturally relevant to the students and school.
Generates a focus on student and professional learning in the school that is clearly linked to the
system - wide strategic objectives and the school improvement plan.

implements professional learning that enables faculty to deliver culturally relevant and
differentiated instruction.
Engages faculty in recognizing and understanding cultural and developmental issues related to
student learning by identifying and addressing strategies to minimize and/or eliminate achievement
gaps.

Rating Rubric
Highly Effective:
Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this
indicator exceed effective levels
and constitute models of
proficiency for other leaders.

Effective:
Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this
indicator are sufficient and
appropriate reflections of quality
work with only normal variations

.

Needs Improvement:
Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this
indicator are evident but are
inconsistent or of insufficient
scope of proficiency.

Unsatisfactory:
Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this
indicator are minimal or are not
occurring, or are having an
adverse impact.

The school administrator manages the resources of time, people, space, information, materials/finances, and technology in order to

Standard 3:

enhance the quality of the work provided to students and staff.

The School Administrator.
Highly
Effective

Indicator
2.4.C
2.4.D

3.6.E

Improvement

Unsatisfactory

Employs a faculty with the instructional proficiencies needed for the school population served.
Identifies faculty instructional proficiency needs, including standards-based content, research-based
pedagogy, data analysis for instructional planning and improvement, and the use of instructional

technology
2.4.F

Needs
Effective

.

Provides resources and time and engages faculty in effective individual and collaborative
professional learning throughout the school year.
Uses effective technology integration to enhance decision making and efficiency throughout the

.

school
3.8.A

Organizes time, tasks and projects effectively with clear objectives and coherent plans.

3.8.B
3.8.C

Establishes appropriate deadlines for him/herself and the entire organization.

3.8.D
3.9.E
3.9.F
3.9.G

Manages schedules, delegates, and allocates resources to promote collegial efforts in school
improvement and faculty development.

.

n

Is fiscally responsible and maximizes the impact of fiscal resources on instructional priorities
Creates opportunities within the school to engage students, faculty, parents, and community
stakeholders in constructive conversations about important school issues.

Utilizes appropriate technologies for communication and collaboration.
Ensures faculty receives timely information about student learning requirements, academic
standards, and all other local state and federal administrative requirements and decisions.

Rating Rubric
Highly Effective:

Effective:

Needs Improvement:

Unsatisfactory :

Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this

Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this
indicator are sufficient and

Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this

Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this
indicator are minimal or are not

indicator exceed effective levels
and constitute models of
proficiency for other leaders.

Effective Date: March 2018

.

appropriate reflections of quality
work with only normal variations

indicator are evident but are
inconsistent or of insufficient
scope of proficiency

.
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The school administrator continuously monitors and communicates the extent to which students and staff are engaging in the work,
persisting in the work, and experiencing satisfaction in the products of the work, and modifies the work accordingly

Standard 4:

.

The School Administrator
Highly
Effective

Indicator

Needs
Effective

Improvement

Unsatisfactory

1.1 . B Analyzes
student learning results which are evidenced by the student performance and growth on
statewide assessments; district-determined assessments that are implemented by the district under
Section 1008.22, F.S.; international assessments; and other indicators of student success adopted
by the district and state.

.

1.2 D Engages faculty and staff in efforts to close learning performance gaps among student subgroups

within the school.

.

2.3 B Engages in data analysis for instructional planning and improvement .

.
.

2.3 C Communicates the relationships among academic standards, effective instruction, and student

performance.

2.3 E

Ensures the appropriate use of high quality formative and interim assessments aligned with the

adopted standards and curricula.

.
.
2.5.D Provides recurring monitoring and feedback on the quality of the learning environment.
2.5.E Initiates and supports continuous improvement processes focused on the students' opportunities for
success and well - being.
4.10.F Demonstrates explicit improvement in specific performance areas based on previous evaluations
2.4 B Evaluates, monitors, and provides timely feedback to faculty on the effectiveness of instruction

and formative feedback.

Rating Rubric
Highly Effective:
Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this
indicator exceed effective levels
and constitute models of
proficiency for other leaders.

Standard 5:

Effective:
Leader' s actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this
indicator are sufficient and
appropriate reflections of quality
work with only normal variations

.

Needs Improvement:
Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this
indicator are evident but are
inconsistent or of insufficient
scope of proficiency.

Unsatisfactory:
Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this
indicator are minimal or are not
occurring, or are having an
adverse impact.

The school administrator is a leader of leaders.

The School Administrator.

.

Needs

Highly

Indicator
3.6 A

Effective

Effective

Improvement

::
u

u
u

Unsatisfactory

Gives priority attention to decisions that impact the quality of student learning and teacher

proficiency.

.

3.6 B
3.6 C

.
3.6.D
.
.
.
.
3.9.B

Uses critical thinking and problem solving techniques to define problems and identify solutions .

Evaluates decisions for effectiveness, equity, intended and actual outcome; implements follow -up
actions; and revises as needed.

Empowers others and distributes leadership when appropriate.
Identifies and cultivates potential and emerging leaders.
3.7 B Provides evidence of delegation and trust in subordinate leaders.
3.7 C
Plans for succession management in key positions.
3.7 D Promotes teacher — leadership functions focused on instructional proficiency and student learning.
Recognizes individuals for effective performance .
3.9 D Maintains high visibility at school and in the community and regularly engages stakeholders in the
work of the school.
4.10 D Engages in professional learning that improves professional practice in alignment with the needs of
the school system.
3.7 A

u
u

J

u
u

.

.
.

4.10 E Demonstrates willingness to admit error and learn from it.

Rating Rubric
Highly Effective:
Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this
indicator exceed effective levels
and constitute models of
proficiency for other leaders.

Effective:
Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this
indicator are sufficient and
appropriate reflections of quality
work with only normal variations

.

Needs Improvement:

Unsatisfactory:

Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this

Leader's actions or impact of
leader's actions relevant to this

indicator are evident but are
inconsistent or of insufficient
scope of proficiency

adverse impact.

indicator are minimal or are not
occurring, or are having an
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Appendix C – Student Performance Measures
In Appendix C, the district shall provide the student performance measures to be used for calculating the
performance of students for school administrators.

School administrators’ Student Performance Measures are comprised of the schools’
instructional staff’s data source ratings. The instructional staff’s data source ratings are based on
state and/or district assessments and calculated with the district-created models. These ratings are
averaged together to formulate the administrator’s student performance rating as a School-wide
Rating.

MODEL Al:
KINDERGARTEN , 1 st, 2ND

THIS MODEL IS FOR BRICK & MORTAR TEACHERS ONLY. (K-2 CITSDS VIRTUAL TEACHERS, PLEASE SEE MODEL n -yj
Courses linked to Model Al : ELA and Math
Student performance is based on the percent of students meeting their expected outcome on the end of
Assessment and Math Citrus Assessment.

year ELA Citrus

-

PRE MEASURE :

-

i Ready Diagnostic ELA and Math (Fall 2020)

Pre-Measure
( Student's fall i Ready Diagnostic

National Percentile Rank )

( End-of -Year Citrus Assessment )

lrt - 24th
25th - 49th

40% or above

50th 74 h
,
75th - 100 h

60% or above

-

Percent of Students Meeting the Expected Outcome
on Spring 2021 Citrus Assessment

Expected Outcome

50% or above

,

HE

E

N/ D

u

80-100

70-79

60-69

0-59

70% or above

ELA will be calculated separately from the Math calculation. They will then be combined and
weighted by number of students.

MODEL Al -V:
KINDERGARTEN , 1 st, 2 ND

THIS MODEL IS FOR K-2 CITRUS VIRTUAL TEACHERS ONLY .
Courses linked to Model Al -V: ELA and Math
Performance is based on students' progress toward their individual annual typical growth set forth by iReady’s diagnostic
program, as customized for each student based on student’s overall placement after the Fall Diagnostic.

Typical growth is the average annual growth for a student at his or her grade and placement level.
After the Spring Diagnostic, points will be given to each student based on the student’s“ Progress Tbward Annual Typical
Growth"
.
The teacher’s rating will be based on the average of
Student's Progress To Annual Typical Growth
According to Spring Diagnostic
100%+ ( Meets or exceeds Typical Growth )

points.
Points

Rating

Average of Points

4

40% - 54%

Highly Effective

3.00

55% 99%

3
2

Effective

2.00

Less than 40%

1

Needs Improvement /Developing
Unsatisfactory

- 4.00
- 2.99

1.00 - 1.99
0

- 0.99

ELA will be calculated separately from the Math calculation. They will then be combined and weighted by number of students.

:
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MODEL A2:
3RD & 4TH GRADE
Courses linked to Model A2: 3rd and 4th Grade ELA & Math
Student performance is based on the percent of students scoring satisfactory on the end of year FSA ELA ,
FSAA ELA, FSA Math and/or FSAA Math.
PRE-MEASURE:
iReady Fall Diagnostic

RATING
PRE-MEASURE

Percent of Students Scoring Satisfactory on Spring 2021 FSA or FSAA
( Level 3 or state mean- whichever is less )
Developing / Needs

National Percentile Class Average on Fall iReady Diagnostic
Highly Effective

Effective

Unsatisfactory

Improvement

-

60 - 100
50 - 100
30 - 100
20 - 100

Top Quartile
50 th to 74th Quartile
th
26 to 49th Quartile
Bottom Quartile

35 - 49
25 - 39
15 - 19
5 9

50 59
40 - 49
20 - 29
10 - 19

0 - 34
0 - 24
0 - 14
0- 4

-

ELA will be calculated separately from the Math calculation. They will then be combined and weighted by
number of students .

MODEL Bl:
FSA ELA ( grades 5- 10) & FSA Mathematics ( grades 5-8 )
Student performance is calculated by comparing a previous year’s FSA score to the current year’s FSA score
for matched students assigned to the teacher in ELA and/ or Mathematics.
*Due to the Spring 2020 state- testing cancelation , growth will be based on the student 's 2019 scale score and 2021 scale score
( 2-year gain) .

Student shows growth by ONE of the following:
- Increase of achievement level
Maintain a level 3
Maintain a level 4

Courses linked to Model Bl :
• ELA (grades 5 10)
• English (grades 9 10)
• Reading (grades 6 8)
• Mathematics (grades 5 8)
• Pre Algebra

-

--

-

Rating

-

-

Percent of students

Highly Effective

showing growth
65 - 100
50 64

35 - 49

Unsatisfactory

0 34

Meet predicted score formulated by StateModel (factors: attendance. ED.SWD. previous scores)

ELA will be calculated separately from the
Math calculation. They will then be combined
and weighted by number of students.

-

MODEL Bl (continued):

and 2 are on next slide)

-

-

Effective
Needs Improvement/Developing

Maintain a level 5
If maintaining a level 1 or 2 , the student must
improve from one subcategory to a higher
subcategory within the level (Learning Gama for Level I

•This slide pertains specifically to students that do NOT have a disability The
next slide pertains to gains needed for students who DO have a disability

FSA ELA (grades 5 - 10 ) & FSA Mathematics (grades 5 -8 )
If maintaining a level 1 or 2 , the student must improve from one subcategory to a higher subcategory within
the level to show growth.
Level 3
Level 1 (3 subcategoxics )
Level 2 ( 2 snbcategorics)
ELA

Learning Gain Examples:
FSA ELA Example : A 5th

grader’s
grade ELA FSA scale
previous
score was 250 ( Low Level i ) . The
student would need to score at least
a 273 ( Middle Level 1 ) on the 5th
grade ELA FSA .
3rd

FSA Math Example : An 8'h grader’s
previous 6 th grade FSA Math scale
score was 315 ( Low Level 2) . The
student would need to score at least
a 330 ( High Level 2) on the 8 th grade
Math FSA .

Low

Middle

High

Low

High

Grade 3

240 - 284

240-294

299-269

220-284

285 - 299

289 -292

293-299

300-314

Grade 4

251 - 296

291-266

267 -281

282 -296

297 - 310

297 -303

304-310

311 - 324

Grade 5

257 - 303

297-272

273-288

289-303

304 - 320

304-312

313-320

321 -335

Grade 6

259 - 308

299 279

-

276 292

-

293-308

309 - 325

309 317

-

328 329

-

326- 338

333-345

Grade 7

287 - 317

267-283

284-300

301-317

318 -332

318-329

326-332

Grade 8

274 - 321

274-289

290-309

306-321

322-336

322 -329

330-336

337 -351

Grade 9

276 - 327

276 293

-

294 310

-

311 327

-

328 - 342

328 339

-

336 342

-

343- 354

Grade 10

284 - 333

284-300

301 -317

318-333

334 - 349

334-341

342 -349

350- 361

Low

Middle

High

Low

High

MATH
Grade 3

240- 284

240- 294

299 -269

270- 284

285 - 296

289- 290

291 -296

297 -310

Grade 4

251 - 298

291- 266

267 - 282

283- 298

299-309

299-304

309 -309

310-324

Grade 5

256-305

296- 272

273- 289

290- 309

306-319

306-312

313-319

320- 333

Grade 6

260-309

260- 276

277 -293

294-309

310 -324

310-317

318-324

325 - 338

Grade 7

269-315

269- 284

289 - 300

301-319

316 -329

318-322

323-329

530-345

Grade 8

273-321

273- 289

290 -309

306-321

322-336

322-329

330 -336

337 352

-

J
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MODEL Bl -SWD (continued):

*This slide pertains specifically to students WITH a
disability (SWD) who take the FSA ELA or FSA Math .

FSA ELA ( grades 5- 10) & FSA Mathematics (grades 5-8 )
If a student with a disability (SWD) maintains a Level 1 or 2 on the FSA ELA or FSA Math, the student must improve from
one subcategory to a higher subcategory within the level to show growth . To provide more opportunities for learning
gains for students with disabilities, Level 1 and Level 2 ranges were separated into additional subcategories.

-

-

Level 1 ( 4 snboalcfoiies )

ELA

Learning Gain Examples:
FSA ELA Example: A 5th
grader 's previous 3rf grade
ELA FSA scalo score was 245
( Lowest Level 1 ). The student
would need to score at least a
268 ( Low Level 1 ) on the 5th
grade ELA FSA.

Level 2 (3 subcitc

Level 3

^ohcs)

Middle

High

Low

High

Middle

321-335

-

240 230

-

231 261

-

262 222

-

273 264

-

285 299

-

265 289

290 294

-

293 299

-

300 314

231-261

262-272

273-284

283-296

297 310

297-300

301-303

306-310

311 324

Grade S

257 303

-

237 267

268 279

-

280 291

292 303

304 - 308

309 314

319 320

Grade 6

259 308

239 270

271-282

83 293

296 308

320 323

326 338

279-291

292-304

303-317

-

314 319

267-278

318-322

323-327

328-332

333-345

254-333

308-320

313 327

Grade 10

296-307

318-332
322-336
328-342
334-349

309 313

Grade 9

267-317
274 -321
276-327

-

304 -320

-

251 296

334-338

339-343

344-349

Lowest

Low

Middle

Low

Middle

High

231-262
236-267

263-274
268-279

273-286
280-292

299-301
306-309

313-319

260-271

272-283

284-296

269 279

280 291

292 303

-

-

283-296

-

297 308

-

309 321

-

322 356

Grade 7
Grade 8

MATH

grader 's previous 6 th grade
Math FSA scale score was 318
( Middle Level 2) .The student
would need to score at least a
332 ( Medium Level 2) on the
8<h grade Math FSA.

Low

240 284
Grade 4

,
FSA Math Example: An 8 h

Lowest

Grade 3

Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8

251-298
256-305
260-309
273-321
240 284

269 315

-

284-293
274 283

286 297

276 288

289 301

231 261

240 230

-

273 284

-

298 309

302 314

262 272

-

309 325

321-333
310 321

-

322 326

327 331

328 332

High

333 337

-

337 351

338 342

343 354

297-309

310-314

302-303
310-314
313-319

304 313

316 329

-

316 319

320 324

323 329

-

-

-

322 326

327 331

-

332 336

283 288

285 296

-

-

289 292

-

332 336

299-309
306-319
310-324

287-298
293-303
273 284

-

350 361

320-333
325-338
337-352

293 296

297 310

306 309

310 324

320-324

-

330 345

-

MODEL B 2 "
FSAA ELA ( grades 5-11) & FSAA Mathematics ( grades 5-8)
Student performance is calculated by comparing a previous year 's FSAA score to the current year 's FSAA
score for matched students assigned to the teacher in Access ELA and/or Access Mathematics.

-

Due to the Spring 2020 state testing cancelation , growth will be based on the student 's 2019 scale score and 2021 scale score
(2-year gain) .

Student shows growth by ONE of the following:

Courses linked to Model B 2:
• Access ELA (grades 5-11)
• Access Mathematics (grades 5-8)

Rating

-

Increase of achievement level
Maintain a level 3
Maintain a level 4
If maintaining a level 1 or 2 , the student
must improve from one subcategory to a
higher subcategory within the level

-

Percent of students

showing growth

-

Highly Effective
Effective
Needs Improvement/Developing
Unsatisfactory

Learning Gains for Level 1 and 2 are on next slide

65 100

50 64
35 - 49

-

0 34

Model B2 (continued):
FSAA ELA ( grades 5-11) & FSAA Mathematics ( grades 5-8)
If maintaining a level 1 or 2, the student must improve from one subcategory to a higher
subcategory within the level to show growth.

Learning Gain Examples:
FSAA ELA Example: A 5,h
grader’s previous 3rd grade FSAA
ELA scale score was 550 ( Low
Level 1 ).The student would need
to score at least a 555 ( Middle
,
Level 1 ) on the 5 h grade ELA
FSAA.
FSAA Math Example: A 7th
grader’s previous 5th grade FSAA
Math scale score was 590 ( Low
Level 2 ).The student would need
to score at least a 594 ( High Level
2 ) on the 7,h grade Math FSAA.

-

Note There may be incidents where a student 's
minimum FSAA score needed to show growth remains
the same as the score he/she had previously. This is
due to the scale scores set by the FDOE.

FSAA English Language Arts Scale Scores for Learning Gains

7

MrT
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8
Grade 9
GradelO

540-582 540-554 555 -568
540 581 540 553 554 567
540-582 540-554 555 - 568
540-582 540 554 555 -568
540-582 540 554 555 568
540-581 540-553 554 567
540-581 540-553 554-567
540-583 540 554 555 -569

-

-

-

^7

Level 2
569 582 583-598 583-590
568 581 582 596 582 589
569 -582 583-598 583-590
569 582 583 598 583-590
569 582 583-598 583-590
568-581 582 -597 582 -589
568-581 582 -597 582 -589
570 583 584-597 584-590

-

-

-

High
Level 3
591 -598 599- 617 618- 660
590 596 597 617 618 660
591-598 599- 617 618- 660
591 -598 599-617 618- 660
591 -598 599-617 618- 660
590-597 598- 613 614- 660
590-597 598-619 620- 660
591-597 598- 616 617- 660

-

-

-

FSAA Mathematics and EOC Scale Scores for Learning Gains
h
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8

540-585 540-555
540-586 540-555
540-585 540-555
540 - 585 540 -555
540-586 540-555
540-585 540-555

556-570
556 571
556-570
556 570
556-571
556-570

-

571-585
572 -586
571-585
571 -585
572 -586
571-585

586-599 586-592
587-598 587-592
586-599 586-592
586 599 586 592
587-599 587-593
586-597 586-591

LevelTj

593 - 599 600-616 617- 660
593-598 599-617 618- 660
593-599 600-616 617- 660
593 - 599 600- 616 617 660
594-599 600-616 617 660
592 -597 598- 614 615- 660

-
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MODEL C:
-

-

FSA / FSAA EOCS ALGEBRA , GEOMETRY, CIVICS, BIOLOGY, US HISTORY, SCIENCE GRADES 5 & 8
Student performance is based on the percent of students scoring satisfactory (level 3 or the state average level- whichever
one is less) on the end of course state assessment.

PRE-MEASURE: The students’ previous FSA or FSAA scores will adjust the range for each rating area. The previous
FSA/FSAA ELA class average is used for the pre-measure for all social studies and science courses. The previous FSA/FSAA
Math class average is used for the pre measure for Algebra and Geometry courses.

-

Courses linked to Model C (includes Honors and Access courses):
• Science Gr. 5 & Science Gr. 8
• Algebra 1 & Algebra lb
Geometry

• Biology
• US History
Civics

Pre - Measure

Rating: Percent Satisfactory on Spring 2021 EOC Assessment

( Average Oats Achievement Level on
Previous FSA/ FSAA assessment )

( Level 3 or state average achievement level - whichever is less )

FSA

FSAA

Highly Effective

Effective

Developing/Needs
Improvement

Unsatisfactory

4.0-5.00
3.0-3.99

3.45-4.00
2.45-3.44
1.45-2.44
1.0-1.44

80 - 100

60 - 79

45 - 59

0 - 44

-

-

2.0-2.99

1.0-1.99

70 - 100
40 - 100
30 - 100

50 - 69
20 - 39
10 - 29

35 - 49
15 - 19
5 9

0 - 34
0 - 14
0 4

MODEL D:

END-0F-TERM TESTS (E 0TS) / SEGMENT EXAMS
DISTRICT-CREATED OR TEACHER -CREATED

Studont performance is basod on tho porcont of studonts scoring an oxpoctod outcome on the EOT or Scgmont Exam. The student 's previous
FSA or FSAA score servos as tho pro measure and adjusts tho outcomo noodod on tho current year 's EOT or Segment Exam. Tho previous
ELA achievement level is used for the pre measure for ELA, social studies, and science related courses. The previous Mathematics or Algebra

-

-

-

achievement level is used for the pre measure for math related courses.

-

-

EOTs arc cither district created (created by team of teachers and aligned to standards) , teacher created (created by individual teacher,
aligned to standards, and submitted to school administration for approval) , or Segment Exams (created by FLVS).

Courses linked to Model D: Non state-tested courses in middle and high schools, including AP & IB courses

( see following slide for list of courses)

-

Pre Measure

Student's Expected

( Student's Achievement
Level on previous FSA exam )

Outcome

1

45% or above on EOT

2
3

50% or above on EOT

4

60% or above on EOT

5

65% or above on EOT

Percent of Students Scoring the Expected Outcome on
2020 21 EOTs or Segment Exams
HE
U
N/ D
E

-

80-100

55% or above on EOT

-

60-69

70 79

-

0 59

MODEL D: (VIRTUAL)
SEGMENT EXAMS OR EOTS
Student performance is based on the percent of students scoring an expected outcome on the Segment Exam. The student's previous FSA
score serves as the pro measure and adjusts the outcome needed on the current year 's Segment Exam. The previous ELA achievement level
is used for the pre measure for ELA, social studies , and science related courses. The previous Mathematics or Algebra achievement level is
used for the pre measure for math related courses.

-

- -

-

-

Virtual Segment Exams arc created by FLVS and administered at the end of each semester.

-

Courses linked to Model D: All non state tested courses in middle and high schools
Pre- Measure
( Student’s Achievement
Level on previous FSA exam )

Student's Expected
Outcome

1
2

45% or above on EOT

3
4

55% or above on EOT

5

65% or above on EOT

Percent of Students Scoring the Expected Outcome on

-

HE

2020 21 Segment Exams
N/D
E

U

50% or above on EOT

80-100

70-79

60-69

0-59

60% or above on EOT
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MODEL E:
ELEMENTARY SPECIAL AREAS
Student performance is based on the percent of students meeting their expected outcome on the end of
year Art , Music, or PE Citrus Assessment.
Courses linked to Model E:
2nd Grade Art
Virtual 3 5 teacher will assess one grade level between 3rd 5th
2nd Grade Music
nd Grade PE
2

-

-

-

Pre-Measure:
In order to differentiate the expectations of student performance on the end of year Art , Music, and PE Citrus
Assessments, a pre measure is applied. The pre measure measures the OVERALL ACADEMIC READINESS of students at
the beginning of the school year. The student’s Fall iReady ELA Diagnostic National Percentile score will serve as the
student pre-measure for Model E.

-

Pre- Measure

Expected Outcome

( Student's Fall IReady Diagnostic
National Percentile Rank )

( Student's End-of Year Art, Musk ,
PE Citrus Assessment )

-

1** 33rd

Percent of Students Meeting the Expected Outcome

-

on End-of- Year Art, Music, or PE Citrus Assessment
HE

E

N/ D

u

80-100

70-79

60- 69

0- 59

60% or above

34th - 66th

67th

- -

-

70% or above

- 100,

h

80% or above

MODEL F:
INDUSTRY CERTIFICATION
(MIDDLE / HIGH SCHOOL)
Pre-Measure
{ Average Class Achievement Level

on Most Recent FSA SLA or FSA
Math/Algebra)

-

1.0 1.99

3.0-3.99
4.0-5.00

2.0 2.99

Rating: Percent Passing Industry Certification Test
Highly Effective

Effective

Developing/ Needs
Improvement

- 29
20 - 39
30 - 49
40 - 59

40 - 100
30 100

15 - 19
20 - 29
25 - 39
5 9

10

50 - 100

-

60 100

Unsatisfactory

0 - 14
0 - 19
0 - 24
0 4

*If 50% or more of students are not IC tested , then the End-of-Term Test will serve as the
teacher’s data source for evaluation purposes and Model D will be used.

MODEL G:
INDUSTRY CERTIFICATION:
PROFICIENCY TARGET (WTC)
Rating: Percent Passing Industry Certification Test
Highly Effective

Effective

50 - 100

30 - 49

Developing / Needs
Improvement

20 - 29

Unsatisfactory

0 - 19
47
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MODEL HI (CREST):
GPS, DP3 , EMPLOYABILITY CHECKLIST
Growth is calculated by comparing the pre and post data of matched students assigned to the teacher.

Courses linked to Model HI :
-CREST K-12 Access courses (GPS, DP3, Employability Checklist)

Percent of students

Rating

Student shows growth by:

showing growth

Showing an increase in at least one
component of one of the following

80 - 100
60 - 79
40 - 59
0 - 39

Highly Effective

Effective

Needs Improvement /Oeveloping
Unsatisfactory

assessments:

--

GPS
DP3
Employability Checklist

MODEL H2 (PRIVATE SCHOOLS):
SAT-10 OR MAPS
Growth is calculated by comparing the pre and post data of matched students assigned to the teacher.

Courses linked to Model H 2:
-Private School Courses

Student shows growth by:

Increase at least one percentile ranking
from pre to post test
Percent of students

Rating
Highly Effective

Effective

Needs Improvement/Developing
Unsatisfactory

showing growth
80 - 100
60 - 79
40 - 59
0 - 39

or
Scored above the 80th percentile ranking on
the post test

MODEL I:
PRE-K / VPK
Growth is calculated by comparing the pre and post VPK Assessment data for each component of matched
students assigned to the teacher. Each student would have the potential of showing growth in four components.
Print
Knowledge

Phonological
Awareness

Oral Language
/ Vocabulary

Mathematics

Score at or above 80 % on post-test

Students can show
growth in two ways:

wil

Match or exceed state average improvement on post- test

Increase 33%

Increase 29 %

Increase 27 %

Increase 33%

Percent of components where students

Rating

showed growth

Highly Effective
Effective
Needs Improvement/Developing
Unsatisfactory

80 - 100
65 - 79
45 - 64
0 - 44
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Appendix D – Summative Evaluation Forms
In Appendix D, the district shall include the summative evaluation form(s) to be used for school
administrators.

CITRUS COUNTY SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATOR SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Directions: This summatrve assessment reflects the administrator 's professional growth and demonstrated achievement of meeting or
not meeting Cilrns County Professional Standards, as well as infomiation on hisVher Deliberate Practice Plan and student achievement
data It will be completed and filed In the administrator s personnel file

Administrator:

Date:

School/Department:

Position:
A - PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

COMMENTS: [In this section note highly effective effective indicators and' or area' s ) of development . Any area(s) designated as unsatisfactory must be
noted specifically.]
,

,

-

A EVALUATION RATING (Highly Effective. Elective Performance: Needs Improvemenb'Developing: Unsatisfactory):
First 3 years of employment = Developing years = Needs Improvement

HE / E / Nl Of D/ U

*

Supervisor s Signature

Date

I

Administrator's Signature

Date

B - STUDENT LEARNING GROWTH/ ACHIEVEMENT DATA

B - EVALUATION RATING (Highly Effective. Elective Performance Needs Imprcvement Developing Unsatisfactory):
First 3 years of employment = Developing'4 years = Needs Improvement

HE / E / Nl Of D/ U

*

C - OVERALL EVALUATION (Highly Effective. Effective Performance: Needs Imprcvement'Devetoping : Unsatisfactory):
First 3 years of employment = Developing'4 years = Needs Improvement

HE / E / Nl Or D/ U

*

ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS (Optional)

Supervisor's Signature

Date
Administrator's Signature
( Signature indicates that a copy has been provided to the administrator.)

Date
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